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Praise for Sally Pipes and The Top Ten Myths of American Health Care

A very well-reasoned case against more government control of medicine and an 
equally powerful argument for competition and choice.
– Mayor Rudy Giuliani

These are difficult ideas to get across. Sally Pipes is one of the few people writing 
about the right thing. (2006)
– Milton Friedman, Nobel laureate

Do you want Uncle Sam as your personal physician? In her pithy and incisive The 
Top Ten Myths of American Health Care: A Citizen’s Guide, Sally Pipes dissects    
the ten widely promulgated myths that will enable the U.S. federal government   
to control your medical care. The threat posed by these myths is real as the U.S. 
Congress continuously acts, in small, clandestine, and dangerous ways to enable 
the government to take your money to control your health care system.
– Regina Herzlinger, Nancy R. McPherson Professor of Business Administration 
Chair at the Harvard Business School

This isn’t just a great book, it’s a public service—exploding myths, clarifying com-
plex issues, and surveying important research. How to understand the debate on 
health reform? Start by reading this book.  
– David Gratzer, M.D., Senior Fellow, Manhattan Institute

As both a practicing physician and health policy analyst, I found this common-
sense book to be a must-read for all those who want to preserve and improve an 
American health care system that is second to none in the world. 
– Scott Gottlieb, M.D., resident fellow, American Enterprise Institute

The private medical system has saved my life. Maybe a public medical system 
would have done the same, eventually. But my prior experiences with the IRS,   
the FDA, the DMV, and so forth make me wonder how soon and whether it would 
have been soon enough.
 What we need to ask politicians is not “How many Americans are without 
insurance?” or “Does getting medical treatment, like getting food and shelter, cost 
money?” What we need to ask politicians is “Does our medical system deny Ameri-
cans health care?” and “If some Americans aren’t getting health care, is it the fault 
of the medical system? Or are social, rather than physical, pathologies involved?”
– P.J. O’Rourke, political satirist

with a foreword by Steve Forbes
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“BEFORE YOU DO ANYTHING ELSE, MAKE A NOTE TO READ THE TOP TEN MYTHS
OF AMERICAN HEALTH CARE …. IT MIGHT LITERALLY SAVE YOUR LIFE….”

–THOMAS SOWELL, ROSE AND MILTON FRIEDMAN SENIOR FELLOW ON PUBLIC POLICY, 
THE HOOVER INSTITUTION  
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Foreword

This is the right book at the right time. As I write this, the 
presidential campaign is in full swing—and health care reform is 
one of the most contentious issues. The American electorate is 
about to choose leaders who will make critical policy decisions 
regarding an area that will soon absorb a full 20 percent of our 
country’s economy. 

The path this country takes in the next year will have an incalcu-
lable impact, not just on the future of health care in America, but 
on the fundamental relationship between government and free 
enterprise in our society.

With this book, Sally Pipes gives us an invaluable tool for navi-
gating the health care debate. But she doesn’t simply debunk  
ten popular myths. She puts lasting insights down on the table for 
whenever citizens and policymakers must deal with the seductive, 
but dangerous, argument that only government is able to provide 
essential economic goods and services to its people.

This important little book goes beyond the issue of raising taxes 
to pay for what politicians so often imply is free. It takes a hard 
look at how governments actually spend the money they take 
from the productive economy. What value do the recipients of 



government largesse get for each federal dollar and what are the 
real costs to society?

Recognizing that no delivery system is perfect or even totally fair, 
Sally Pipes strips away the soaring rhetoric used by today’s poli-
ticians. She looks closely at the real record of government, not 
just in American health care, but, around the world. She shows 
us how massive government intervention has actually performed 
and the many policy quagmires it has created. 

But this is also a “fix-it” book. It uncovers the real problems with 
the U.S. health care system—and then offers practical ways to 
solve those problems. The Top Ten Myths of American Health Care 
opens the door to commonsense alternatives that every Ameri-
can should understand. 

For anyone interested in getting to the core of America’s health-
care troubles, this is the perfect book. And for health care policy 
makers, it should be required reading. Sally Pipes presents options 
that are are simpler, more flexible, and more responsive to  
people’s needs and desires than the politically-driven panacea of  
government spending. 

If you instinctively question the need for government control 
over yet another aspect of our lives, but feel the health care “cri-
sis” is too complicated to fathom, then read on.

Steve Forbes
New York, New York
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Introduction: Two Competing Visions for 
Health Care in America

Few issues in American politics capture more attention—and pas-
sion—than health care. Opinions vary widely about what’s wrong 
with our current system. And there’s even less consensus on how 
to fix it. But one thing we can all agree upon is that our health 
care system is in desperate need of reform. We all want affordable, 
accessible, high-quality health care.

Why is there such interest in fixing American health care? 
Because most of us realize that, sooner or later, the quality of our 
medical system will wield enormous impact on our own lives, or 
the lives of those we love.

Moreover, the growing cost of our system is placing a heavy finan-
cial burden on all of us. In 2007, insurance premiums rose at more 
than double the rate of inflation.1 And health care spending, it is 
estimated, will consume as much as 20 percent of the U.S. econ-
omy by 2016—up from 16 percent in 2007.2  
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As these costs increase, our wallets get lighter. Wages stagnate 
as employer-provided health insurance gobbles up our pay-
checks. Most Americans realize—even if only instinctively—
that today’s health care system is simply not sustainable on its 
current cost trajectory.

So, on the simplest level, the question of how to reform the U.S. 
health care system boils down to this: How do we control costs 
without sacrificing quality? And how can we reach coverage that 
is universal, or at least nearly universal?

There are many answers to that question. But the vast majority 
of solutions proposed by today’s politicians fall into one of two 
ideological camps: 

The first camp maintains that only the government can cure our 
health care woes. Because the problem itself is massive and com-
plex, we need an equally massive and complex solution. With 
sufficient taxpayer funding, the government has the size, infra-
structure, and power to deliver that solution on a national scale. 
Uncle Sam has the wisdom and wherewithal to hold prices in 
check, while simultaneously ensuring that all Americans have 
access to high-quality health care.

The second camp believes that government is actually part 
of the problem. Too much regulation has caused our health 
care system to become sluggish, overpriced, and unresponsive 
to consumer demands. Rather than expand the government’s 
role, we should reduce it—and instead foster free-market com-
petition by empowering consumers. Why not let the same  
economic forces that have improved quality and lowered costs 
in almost every other industry—from cars to computers—flour-
ish in health care?
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As a nation, we’re clearly split between these two camps. How-
ever, a growing percentage of Americans seem to lean toward the 
belief that the solution lies in more government. After all, more 
than half of all health care provided in this country already is paid 
for by the government through Medicare, Medicaid, the State 
Children’s Health Insurance Program, and health insurance pro-
grams for veterans, Native Americans, and other specific popula-
tions. Over time, polls have shown that Americans favor greater 
government involvement in health care—or even an outright fed-
eral guarantee of health insurance for all.3 It sure seems as if few 
Americans make the connection between government-provided 
health care and the Department of Motor Vehicles or the way 
government handled the devastation from Hurricane Katrina. 

The debate is far from over. Polls also show that most Ameri-
cans are personally satisfied with their own health coverage.4 And 
most of us would prefer private insurance to a government-pro-
vided plan. 

But now it seems that advocates of government-run health care 
have the upper hand. Perhaps it’s because they’re promising some-
thing that has always been a winner in political debates—a free 
lunch. Or more specifically, in this case, high-quality health care 
paid for by somebody else.

Like all utopian promises, the idea of free health care for all sounds 
wonderful. But what would this vision look like in reality? Is it 
true that our medical care can be saved by a massive intervention 
of government in the American economy? 

The thesis of this book is that a government-run health care sys-
tem would be an enormous mistake for America. It’s an empty 
promise built upon a foundation of myths.
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My goal in writing this book is to debunk those myths. Each 
chapter focuses on one of the 10 most popular myths in the 
health care debate. These are arguments made by politicians, 
policymakers, commentators, and journalists—myths that have 
been repeated so often that millions think they’re true. I will give 
you—in plain English—arguments against massive government 
medical monopolies. 

I will also outline some ways to achieve real health care reform—
solutions that will cost less and be more effective in fixing the 
problems that plague our medical system, while also ensuring that 
American health care remains the best in the world. 



Myth One: Government Health Care 
Is More Efficient

In August 2008, the prestigious British medical journal Lancet 
Oncology1 published the results of an extraordinary study. The 
study found that America is much better at treating cancer than 
Europe or Canada. 

As it turns out, Americans have a better survival rate for 13 of the 
16 most common cancers. Among men, an American has nearly 
a 20-percent better chance of living for five years after being 
diagnosed with cancer than his European counterpart. American 
women stand a 7.2-percent better chance of living for five years 
after a cancer diagnosis than their European counterparts. 

Perhaps that’s one reason why tens of thousands of foreigners come 
to the United States every year for medical treatment. They’re 
usually seeking advanced and sophisticated procedures that are 
simply unavailable—or rationed—in their home countries. 

Surprised? That’s because every time you pick up a newspaper or 
turn on the nightly news, someone is calling for the government to 
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We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are 
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 
certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, 
Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. — That to secure 
these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, de-
riving their just powers from the consent of the governed, 
— That whenever any Form of Government becomes de-
structive of these ends, it is the Right of 

fix our health care system by creating a national, government-run 
program similar to the systems of Britain, Canada, or France. Many 
prominent pundits and lawmakers believe that only the government 
is big enough and powerful enough to fix our health care problems 
and provide affordable, accessible, quality care for all Americans.
 
Alas, these advocates of “universal care” have fallen victim to 
one of the most pervasive myths in America today—that govern-
ment-run health care is effective and efficient. Nothing could be 
further from the truth. 

Is Health Care a Right?

When serious illness strikes, or 
when life and death issues are at 
stake, it’s understandable that 
people could be persuaded that 
health care is a “right.” But in the 
same way that food, shelter, and 
clothing are not rights, neither is 
health care. 

We do not have a God-given or 
government-secured right to any 
of these things, as critical as they 
are to our survival. 

Some of the best minds today, from 
economists to physicians to politi-
cians, believe that the United States, 
a free, just, and compassionate 
society—not to mention the richest 

nation in the world—should take on 
the responsibility of providing health 
care for everyone. Just think if we 
the public should accept this offer. 

Would you want to eat 
government-made food? 

Would you want to live in 
public housing? 

How about government-
issued clothes?

Are you game for a 
government-made car? 

If you’re like most Americans, your 
answer is “No, thank you.” 

a

a

a

a
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We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are 
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 
certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, 
Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. — That to secure 
these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, de-
riving their just powers from the consent of the governed, 
— That whenever any Form of Government becomes de-
structive of these ends, it is the Right of 

Does the IRS make paying your taxes simpler?

Critics of America’s health care system often cite the “cost of the 
middleman” when making their case. 

This simplistic line of reasoning goes as follows: The more 
middlemen that stand between the producer of a service and 
the ultimate consumer, the more expensive that service will 
be, because each intermediary adds his own profit to the chain. 
Accordingly, it would be more rational—and cheaper—to have 

A right to health care and other 
basic needs such as food, cloth-
ing, and shelter do not appear in 
any of America’s founding docu-
ments such as the Declaration of 
Independence, the Constitution, 
or the Bill of Rights. Moreover, our 
rights, properly understood, are not 
granted by these founding docu-
ments. Rather, these documents 
were intended to limit the power of 
government and to safeguard our 
rights and freedoms. 

When government gets involved 
in health care—in legislating who 
gets it, how it’s used, and who’s 
going to pay for it—government 
is actually limiting our rights and 

diminishing our freedom to access 
the health care we want. Moreover, 
as Robert Samuelson writes, “The 
trouble with casting medical-care 
as a “right” is that this ignores how 
open-ended the “right” should be 
and how fulfilling it might compro-
mise other “rights” and needs. What 
makes people healthy or unhealthy 
are personal habits, good or bad 
(diet, exercise, alcohol, drug use); 
genetic makeup, lucky or unlucky, 
and age. Health care, no matter 
how lavishly provided, can only 
partially compensate for these indi-
vidual differences.”2
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a single producer move services directly to consumers, eliminat-
ing the middleman. 

Who would be that producer? The government of course. Advo-
cates of nationalized health care contend that the government 
could simplify the production of health care goods and services, 
provide more efficient coverage, and lower costs.

It’s easy to see how such an argument could take hold. It seems 
right. It seems logical. But is it true? 

Think about it. Does the IRS make paying your taxes simpler? 
Do government-run schools provide the best K–12 education? 
In fact, do current state and federal regulations make our health 
care better and more efficient? 

The answer, obviously, is “no.” Almost without exception, wherever 
government intervenes to solve a major social problem—despite 
good intentions—the affected process becomes enormously more 
complicated and much more expensive for society as a whole. 
And, health care and K–12 education are the two sectors in 
America that have more government involvement than any 
other and they both suffer from serious quality problems.  

The thicket of government “middlemen”

There is ample evidence that government itself is the middleman. 

Over the last few decades, state and federal lawmakers have insti-
tuted a confusing patchwork of restrictions and regulations in  
an attempt to drive down costs. However, these moves actu-
ally have increased health care costs and made it impossible for 
private enterprise to work effectively. Empowerment—putting  
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doctors and patients in charge of their health care—would be far 
more efficient. 

Consider insurance. Today, insurers who want to make health care 
policies available to the public have to be registered and reviewed 
by 50 different state insurance administrations. Consumers are 
barred from purchasing policies across state lines, making it impos-
sible for individuals and families to get the type of insurance plan 
that best meets their needs in terms of coverage and cost. 

And most states force residents to buy one-size-fits-all insurance 
packages that include all sorts of services that only a small slice 
of the population needs. The average state imposes 38 man-
dates on an individual health insurance policy. In 2007, there 
were 1,901 different mandates nationwide. These extraneous 
mandates increase the price of basic insurance by as much as 
50 percent.3  

Insurers also have to deal with overlapping federal regulations. 
Indeed, insurance companies are so hobbled by government regu-
lations that they have to hire legions of lawyers just to keep up. 

Real costs pushed onto the private sector

Critics of the U.S. system often argue that Medicare and other 
government programs have lower administrative costs than 
private health insurance. According to the most recent Medicare 
Trustees Report, administrative costs for Medicare are only 
1.5 percent of total expenditures.4 For private health care, that 
number is said to be as high as 25 percent.

Walk into any hospital or doctor’s office and you will see why 
these estimates are misleading and inaccurate. According to a 
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recent study by the Council for Affordable Health Insurance, 
the administrative costs of Medicare actually total around  
5.2 percent. Meanwhile, the administrative costs of private-
sector health care total about 8.9 percent. A similar study by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers found that only 6 percent of private 
health care premiums go to administrative costs and a full  
86 percent of premiums go to providing actual medical care.5 
The reason that official estimates were so far off was that they 
didn’t account for Medicare’s hidden costs.6  

For instance, the Medicare Trustees report doesn’t include things 
like the salaries of managers and administrators or the marketing 
costs associated with advertising new policies like the Medicare 
Part D drug benefit. Private health care providers, on the other 
hand, include all of these expenses in their estimates of adminis-
trative costs. 

On top of that, Medicare passes off a great deal of its costs to 
private payers. A recent study showed that, in Washington State 
alone, $738 million in charges were shifted to private payers to 
make up for underpayments by Medicare and Medicaid in 2004. 
That same year in California, private payers and hospitals paid an 
extra $45 billion to compensate for unpaid Medicare costs.7   

Indeed, even though proponents of government health care insist 
that the uninsured represent a “hidden tax”—that is, those with 
health insurance pay a hidden tax to subsidize the care of those 
without health insurance—the reality is that the “uninsured” add 
only about 1 percent in hidden costs to the price of the insured’s 
insurance plan. A far greater hidden tax is caused by government 
Medicare and Medicaid programs’ low reimbursement rates which 
add as much as 10 percent in hidden costs, or subsidies, to those 
paying for private health insurance.8 
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Do single payers equal lower prices? 

Advocates of socialized medicine often claim that when the govern-
ment—as single payer to all providers—runs the till, it can negotiate 
lower prices up and down the line. If economic history has taught us 
anything, however, it’s that government price controls have been 
an unmitigated disaster every time they have been applied begin-
ning with Emperor Diocletian’s edict in Rome in 301.9 

During World War II, federal lawmakers instituted price controls 
on a wide range of goods and services. But the government needed 
an enormous amount of muscle to enforce the new rules, so it cre-
ated an independent Office of Price Administration—and granted 
the agency the authority to place price ceilings on everything 
except agricultural commodities and to ration anything that was 
scarce. At its height, the agency had nearly 65,000 employees on 
its payroll, and another 100,000 volunteer “price watchers” across 
the country. By war’s end, it had filed nearly 260,000 lawsuits to 
enforce the price ceilings. 

Nonetheless, a lucrative black market emerged for everything 
from cars to underwear. Businesses that didn’t go underground cut 
costs by lowering the quality of their products. A 1943 study from 
Consumer Reports, for instance, tested 20 candy bars and found 
that 19 had shrunk in size from four years earlier. 

Put simply, those price controls resulted in a number of unintended 
consequences. And they were just temporary. In the Soviet Union, 
where state control of the economy was a permanent fixture, con-
sumers were forced to stand in long lines for the barest necessities.

Price controls are, however, quite effective in limiting innova-
tion. For health care, this would be disastrous. 
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Just take pharmaceuticals. Behind each pill’s price tag is time and 
money that went toward research and development. R&D is a 
huge investment—on average, it now takes about $1.3 billion to 
bring a single drug to the market.10 

The market price for drugs reflects these risky investments and 
provides an incentive for researchers to keep coming up with new 
cures. Government-mandated prices do not. Quite literally, the 
difference is a matter of life and death.

Researchers at the University of Connecticut Center for Health-
care and Insurance Studies recently found that government 
interference in drug pricing has caused $188 billion in lost R&D 
spending since 1960. That money would have gone to develop 
new, perhaps life-saving, medicines. These “lost” medicines could 
have saved 140 million life years.

Government health care—it’s already here 

In 1965, two massive government health care programs were 
launched—Medicare and its late entrant, Medicaid. This fed-
eral intrusion into the health care system has distorted the entire 
market ever since and yet politicians keep calling for expanding 
these “excellent” programs to cover all Americans, “Medicare for 
all” as Senator Ted Kennedy (D-MA) likes to call it. 

Medicare, the primary insurance program for Americans over 
the age of 65, is funded entirely by the federal government, 
i.e. taxpayers. In fiscal year 2007, Medicare spent $427 billion 
accounting for 16 percent of the federal budget. This year, 
Medicare will spend more than it collects from payroll taxes and 
by 2017, it will spend $884 billion. It will take a payroll tax of 6.4 
percent just to keep the program afloat.11  
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Wasting away

We’ve already seen how Medicare passes much of its costs off  
to private payers. But it also wastes an enormous amount of 
money. Studies show that Medicare officials waste as much as 
$1 out of every $3 the program spends.12 That’s hardly a system 
worth expanding. 

Medicaid, the insurance program for poor Americans, is admin-
istered at the state level and receives about 50 to 70 percent of 
its funding from the federal government. It, too, is a model of 
inefficiency. And there’s an enormous amount of fraud. The total 
federal state cost of Medicaid in 2007 was $338 billion and is pro-
jected to be $717 billion in 2017.13  

In New York State alone, a retired chief fraud investigator esti-
mates that as much as 40 percent of the state’s Medicaid claims 
are fraudulent. This costs the state about $18 billion a year.14   
Examples of fraud abound. In 2003, for example, Dr. Dolly Rosen 
billed Medicaid for 991 procedures each day, costing taxpayers 
more than $1 million.15 

Both Medicare and Medicaid also impose price controls by set-
ting low reimbursement rates to doctors and hospitals. This has 
caused an enormous amount of hardship, as an increasing number 
of doctors are refusing to see patients if the government is footing 
the bill. Nearly one in three seniors in search of a new doctor is 
struggling to do so, according to the Medicare Payment Advisory 
Commission.16 “When I moved down here, I thought the only dif-
ficulty would be in finding good ones,” reported a newly enrolled 
Medicare patient about finding a doctor in Raleigh, N.C. “but it 
turned out that I would call a place and say, ‘I have Med--’ and 
they wouldn’t even let me finish.”17 
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The government may efficiently control the costs at which doc-
tors are reimbursed. This does not, however, account for the pain 
and suffering people endure waiting for care or the value of their 
time spent searching for a doctor. The government sets the fees 
paid to doctors according to a schedule of codes for 8,000 proce-
dures. The cost is $60 billion.18 

According to a recent report from the Center for the Study of 
Health System Change, just about half of all doctors said they had 
stopped seeing or limited the number of new Medicaid patients.19  

Expansion continues

Despite these realities, the expansion of government health care 
continues. 

In 1997, the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP) 
was established with the noble goal of providing health insurance 
to low-income children in households with low incomes that 
nonetheless exceed Medicaid eligibility. Today, SCHIP covers 
about six million children.20 

The program’s funding formula, however, gave states an 
 incentive to add middle-income children and even adults to  
their SCHIP rolls. So in many places, the program spiraled out 
of control. In 14 states, adults are enrolled in SCHIP; nation-
wide, about 600,000 adults are covered by the program. In six 
states, more SCHIP money is spent on adults than on kids. 
Meanwhile, the program has still failed to enroll almost two 
million children who qualify. 

Instead of focusing on getting these kids to enroll, lawmak-
ers attempted to expand the program in 2007—seeking to offer 
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SCHIP to families earning up to 300 percent of the federal pov-
erty level. President George W. Bush vetoed the measure. 

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) also runs a govern-
ment health care program. Like Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP, 
it too is sometimes trotted out as evidence that government-run 
health care can actually work. 

But thus far, the VA has proved inadequate for the many wounded 
veterans who have returned home from Iraq and Afghanistan. 
Better suited to the needs of much older veterans from World 
War II, Korea, and Vietnam, the VA is simply unable to react 

Hassles Force a Retreat from Military Families

“After four years of providing care to military personnel, their families, and 
retirees, I’ve had it.” The hassles of working with the Tricare program that 
covers health care for these people got the better of me. I’ve taken care 
of about 80 Tricare patients. But I won’t be seeing them anymore….Early 
on I began to understand what a tough job treating Tricare patients was 
going to be. One woman needed a colorectal surgeon ….The specialized 
surgeons in our region weren’t in the network, and the closest Tricare doc-
tors who could help her were in Indiana. She traveled out of state to get 
her problem fixed. When she had complications following her operation, I 
ended up managing her surgical skin infection because the surgeon was 
three hours away. Everything about her case required special arrange-
ments—emails to Tricare, faxes to Tricare, and my nurse holding on the 
phone to Tricare….I felt isolated and ineffective navigating the roadblocks 
in the Tricare system just to get basic care …for my patients. It seemed too 
often that I was doctoring with one hand tied behind my back.”

—Benjamin Brewer, MD, The Wall Street Journal online.21 
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with the speed and efficacy needed to deal with the injuries of 
modern warfare. 

A claim now takes between 127 and 177 days to process—well 
above the private industry average, which is 89.5. An appeal takes 
a staggering 657 days. In House testimony last year, the Govern-
ment Accountability Office (GAO) reported that the VA is near 
the breaking point. 

The 60-ton nail

Back in the days of total state economic planning in the com-
munist countries of Eastern Europe, there was a widely circulated 
anecdote. The government wanted to produce more nails and 
set a nail quota for each factory. One factory was ordered to pro-
duce 60 tons of nails. At the end of the year, the factory made its 
quota. It rolled out one 60-ton nail! 

Silly, of course. But the joke circulated because it captured so 
well the essence of how top-down planning is routinely manipu-
lated and distorted to the point of economic insanity. The reality 
behind stories like this one is the reason the communist system 
collapsed. Too few real nails ever made it to consumers. 



Myth Two: We’re Spending Too Much 
on Health Care.

It’s easy to think that health care spending is out of control.

In 1950, the average American spent about $500 a year on health 
care in 2006 inflation-adjusted dollars.1 Back then, health care 
costs accounted for a mere 5 percent of GDP.2  

By 2006, those same costs had risen to $7,026 per person, and 
accounted for 16 percent of GDP.3 

Even over the span of a half century, that’s a pretty eye-popping 
increase. So it’s not hard to understand why Americans have gone 
from merely griping about doctors’ bills to raising their voices in 
an increasingly loud chorus of complaints.

America’s leaders have come under enormous pressure to devise 
a political solution to rein in rising health care costs. And many 
politicians are now talking about dramatic overhauls to our cur-
rent system. Some are even calling for a government takeover of 
health care—essentially expanding programs like Medicare and 
Medicaid to the entire U.S. population. 
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But before we hop on the “universal care” bandwagon, a reality 
check is in order.

The simple fact is that we are not paying too much for health care 
in this country. 

Paying with your life

In the health care debate today, rapidly rising costs are a common 
refrain. Yet, you’ll almost never hear anyone talk about the dra-
matic increase in value that Americans have derived from their 
health care over the last 50 years. 

As any economist could tell you, there’s a big difference between 
cost and value. And, in fact, it can be the difference between life 
and death.

A friend of mine is a young man named Chad Wilkinson. In 
1998, at the age of 25, Chad was diagnosed with non-Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma (NHL). The doctors told him that, statistically, he 
had a 35 percent chance of surviving. Today, Chad is in excellent 
health. He owes his life to the miracles of modern medicine.

“When people say that health care in the United States has too high 
a cost, I just assume they’ve never been in a fight to the death with 
cancer,” says Chad. “My chemo bills were through the roof, but that 
treatment was worth every nickel. If some bean-counting bureaucrat 
were calling the shots, my health care would have been free, but the 
quality would have been inferior—and I’d probably be dead.”

What Chad understands instinctively is that words like “cost” 
and “value” can’t simply be measured in dollars. As he says, “The 
cost isn’t low if you end up paying with your life.”4 
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Moreover, when we talk about re-tooling our health care, we 
should be careful to also recognize what is good about the current 
system. Most everyone has a friend or relative who is alive today 
because of an advance—probably a very expensive advance—in 
medical technology or drugs.

Don’t forget the life-saving benefits

Jonas Salk’s life-saving polio vaccine is more than 50 years old. Up 
until that time you didn’t need to spend much on medicine to pre-
vent polio. There simply weren’t any effective therapies available.

Since that time, however—in the last half a century or so—we’ve 
seen advances in medicine occurring so fast that only specialized, 
full-time medical professionals can keep up. 

Unfortunately, the life-saving benefits of these advances are often 
forgotten when it comes time to pay for them. 

People may not want to recognize that such advances are not free. 

Perhaps no one has explained this more clearly than Dr. David 
Gratzer, a practicing Canadian physician and senior fellow at 
the Manhattan Institute. In his excellent book, The Cure: How 
Capitalism Can Save American Health Care, Dr. Gratzer uses  
the example of cardiac care. The clot-busting drug tPA costs 
thousands of dollars per use; bypass surgery costs tens of thousands 
of dollars; and a pacemaker roughly $20,000 to $25,000. 

It costs money to keep people alive. But it’s money well spent.

“Let’s put this figure in perspective,” Dr. Gratzer notes. “The lit-
tle box in the chest of [Vice President Dick Cheney] costs more 
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than fifty times what the average American spent on health care 
(adjusted for inflation) for an entire year in 1950.”5   

We spend more because it’s worth it

Of course, none of these life-saving advances in cardiac care was 
available half-a-century ago. People didn’t spend money on health 
care largely because there was little to spend it on. We pay more for 
health care today because the treatments are there and they work. 

American life expectancy increased by about 30 years over the 
course of the twentieth century. If you were a male born in 1900, 
there was an 18-percent chance you’d be dead by your first birth-

Medical Specialties Hit by a Growing Pay Gap

“As a neuro-ophthalmologist, Larry Frohman diagnoses unusual visual 
problems and many complex nervous disorders that often baffle other 
doctors. He’s also part of an endangered species. Over the next decade, 
roughly 140 of the country’s remaining 400 neuro-ophthalmologists—
trained to detect and treat visual problems connected to the brain—will 
have reached retirement age according to an analysis of the North Ameri-
can Neuro-Ophthalmology Society’s membership roster. Yet only 20 medi-
cal residents have opted to enter the field in the past four years, according 
to the society….Many in health-policy circles have focused on how the 
current health-care payment system is helping create shortages among 
primary-care doctors, internists, and others on the front lines of medicine. 
But often lost is how the system is endangering some of the country’s 
most highly trained specialists as well.” 

—Vanessa Fuhrmans, Wall Street Journal.6 
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day. As of 2005, the cumulative mortality rate doesn’t reach  
18 percent until age 62.7 

Meanwhile, from 1950 to 2000, the death rate from heart dis-
ease—America’s number one killer—was reduced by 59 percent, 
from 307 to 126 deaths per 100,000.8 In a single decade, from 
1993 to 2003, heart disease deaths dropped 22 percent.9  

So while it’s true that we’re paying 14 times as many dollars for 
health care as we did in 1950, we’re getting an amazing return on 
our investment. Since 1950, the average U.S. life expectancy has 
increased by almost nine years. 

Measuring lives

How much would you pay for an extra nine years of life? Can 
you put a price tag on such a thing? Some economists have tried. 
They’ve come up with some fancy equations that at least take a stab 
at putting price tags on imponderables like “life” and “health.”

In a remarkable study, University of Chicago economists Kevin 
M. Murphy and Robert Topel developed “an economic frame-
work for valuing improvements to health and life expectancy,
based on individuals’ willingness to pay.”10   

What they discovered was something that my friend Chad 
Wilkinson knew instinctively. There is enormous and unrecog-
nized value in medicine that goes way beyond the dollars we pay 
to our doctors and hospitals.
 
In fact, Murphy and Topel concluded that longevity gains as a 
result of medical innovations are currently worth $2.8 trillion 
annually. That’s larger than the GDP of the United Kingdom.11 
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“The historical gains from increased longevity have been enor-
mous. Over the twentieth century, cumulative gains in life 
expectancy were worth over $1.2 million per person for both 
men and women.”12  

Further, even marginal gains resulting from medical innovations 
are astonishingly high. A 1-percent reduction in cancer mortality 
would bring a life value of $500 billion. 

Of course, such numbers are certainly debatable. But as Murphy 
and Topel conclude “these estimates indicate that the social 
returns to investment in new medical knowledge are enormous.”13 
That is, perhaps, an understatement.  

Free magic pills?

If you were on death’s doorstep and I offered you a $20,000 pill 
that would give you another 20 years of life, would you say it’s 
too expensive? 

Probably not. 

If you break down the cost, it comes out to just $1,000 per extra 
year of life. Most Americans would call that a pretty good deal.

Unfortunately, most Americans aren’t accustomed to thinking 
about medicine in that way. That’s because we don’t usually pay 
for our health care directly, instead buying subsidized insurance 
through our employers. 

As a result, we tend to think that medicine isn’t subject to the 
same laws of economics as other things we buy, like cars. We’re 
perfectly happy to pay $20,000—or far more—for a new Honda. 
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But when it comes to paying for medicine—which is arguably of 
much greater value, particularly if you’re really sick—we com-
plain that it’s too expensive. 

A prescription medication, for example, might seem simple, but 
it can be just as complex as an automobile—from the research, 
to the testing, to the production. True, you can’t buy a pill with 
power-steering and leather seats. But it can take just as much—if 
not more—money to develop.

Unfortunately, medical innovations don’t just fall from heaven. 
They are the fruits of enormously expensive research and devel-
opment efforts. Such efforts, in turn, depend on market forces 
that foster and reward innovation. 

Today, the U.S. market for medical innovation is robust. Ameri-
cans for the most part get cutting-edge care because we demand 
it and are willing to pay for it. Those miraculous advances may be 
costly, but as we’ve seen, they add life value and contribute to the 
buoyancy of the whole American economy—just as innovations 
in the automobile industry do. We get what we pay for. 

We can afford it

Nonetheless, year-over-year increases in health care costs alarm 
us. We have a tendency to focus on such increases without put-
ting them in perspective. The vast majority of Americans have no 
trouble paying for health care even though few politicians make 
that obvious point. In fact, we could even afford to pay much 
more for health care than we do now. 

Health care spending today accounts for 16 percent of GDP. 
That figure includes the combined total of private insurance and 
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government spending, a fact which obscures exactly how much 
Americans are paying out of pocket for health care. 

The typical American family spends just 5.4 percent of its income 
on health care, as opposed to 40.8 percent on housing, 18.3 per-
cent on transportation, and 18.2 percent on food. 

In fact, the nearest comparable expense for families is the  
4.5 percent of income spent on clothing.14 And yet, we don’t 
hear politicians calling for sweeping legislation to put price 
controls on textiles because every American has a right to 
designer fashions. 

In short, the increases in overall health care costs—dramatic as 
they may seem—must be weighed relative to the huge increases 
in income and purchasing power Americans have enjoyed over 
the last half century. In a country where consumption spending 
finds so many and varied outlets, it’s hard to see how spending on 
health care is somehow a unique problem. 

More bang for the buck

In a 2007 paper for The Quarterly Journal of Economics, “The 
Value of Life and the Rise in Health Spending,” economists 
Robert E. Hall and Charles I. Jones examine the factors affecting 
health spending.15 Looking forward, they conclude that Ameri-
can spending on health care will approximately double over the 
next forty years so that the proportion of GDP devoted to health 
care will reach 33 percent by 2050. 

But while spending twice as much on health care may seem 
daunting, the reality is not nearly so scary. According to Hall 
and Jones, “The account that emerges is that the marginal util-
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ity of non-health consumption diminishes faster than the mar-
ginal utility of health spending. As a result, the composition of 
total spending shifts toward health. The health share continues 
to grow as long as income grows.”16  

In everyday language, that means we’re going to spend more on 
health than on other goods and services because we are getting, 
so to speak, more bang for the buck. As we earn more, we’re likely 
to spend money on health care not because we “have to,” but 
because we “want to.” 

Hall and Jones put it this way: “As we grow older and richer, 
which is more valuable: a third car, yet another television, more 
clothing—or an extra year of life?”17 Thus, more spending on 
health care is the inevitable result of progress.

Keeping costs in perspective

In this country, medical care doesn’t come cheap. But that doesn’t 
mean it’s too expensive—or that we’re not getting our money’s 
worth. The simple fact is, Americans are not spending too much 
for health care, just as we’re not spending too much on clothes, 
food, and transportation. 

This isn’t to say that we don’t need reform. There are many ineffi-
ciencies in our health care system that are driving costs up unnec-
essarily. And any number of sensible reforms could and should 
be enacted to keep health care prices down. These reforms are 
outlined in the final chapter of this book. 

But as the health care reform debate rages, it’s important to keep 
costs in perspective. Today, the average American has little trou-
ble accessing a medical system that is saving lives and increasing 
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our quality of life in ways unthinkable just a few years ago. It’s 
important to keep that in mind when critics say we spend too 
much on it.



Myth Three: Forty-Six Million Americans 
Can’t Get Health Care

Forty-six million Americans—including nearly eight million 
children—lack health insurance with no signs of this trend slow-
ing down. – Official Barack Obama website1 
 

Google the phrase “46 mil-
lion uninsured,” and you’ll 
get about 25,000 hits.2 It’s 
one of the most widely-used 
statistics in the debate over 
health care reform.

Look up the term “unin-
sured” in Wikipedia, and 

the second sentence states: “In 2007, there were 45.7 million 
people in the U.S. (15.3 percent of the population) who were 
without health insurance for at least part of that year, according 
to the United States Census Bureau.”3  

The Percentage of Americans Uninsured 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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This Census Bureau (CB) statistic is repeated ad nauseum—partic-
ularly by advocates of government monopoly heath care who claim 
that the main problem with America’s health system is the massive 
uninsured population. After all, if a whopping 15 percent of the 
population is uninsured, then the current system must be failing. 

And if private insurance companies can’t get the job done, then 
surely only the government can. In other words, the federal gov-
ernment should step in and create a national health insurance 
plan to end this so-called crisis of the uninsured. 

But is it really a crisis? Where does this Census Bureau statistic 
come from—and what exactly does it mean?

The answers may surprise you.

While it’s not technically wrong to say that there are roughly 
45.7 million uninsured, it’s grossly misleading to use this number 
as an indication of a crisis. 

More important, this statistic has led to the widespread belief 
that there are 45.7 million people in this country who can’t 
afford health insurance—and don’t have access to health care. In 
Canada, where there are just 33 million residents,4 most people 
believe that the 45.7 million uninsured Americans have never 
had access to health insurance or health care. 

Nothing could be further from the truth.

Understanding the Census Bureau’s survey

Let’s begin by examining how this statistic was generated. The 
Census Bureau relies entirely on a questionnaire known as the 
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Current Population Survey (CPS) for gathering information on 
health insurance. The survey is intended to garner information 
about, among many things, the income, age, race, living situa-
tion, and, of course, health insurance status of individuals living 
in the United States.

As with any survey of this size and scope, the accuracy of the data 
it produces has substantial margins of error. And this is especially 
true with the health insurance data collected via the CPS. 

As the Census Bureau explains in its annual report Income, Pov-
erty, and Health Insurance Coverage in the United States “health 
insurance coverage is likely to be underreported on the CPS.”5  
The report goes on to say that “underreporting of health insur-
ance coverage . . . appears to be a larger problem [in the CPS] 
than in other national surveys that ask about health insurance.” 

To its credit, the Census Bureau acknowledges that insurance 
coverage may be significantly higher than its data indicate. 

What does the number mean?

Okay, so the data aren’t necessarily exact. But let’s assume for a 
moment that they’re spot-on. What does it mean when the Census 
Bureau reports 45.7 million uninsured? Many people assume the 
Census Bureau is telling us that 45.7 million people are chroni-
cally uninsured for an entire year or more.

That’s not the case at all. As the Census Bureau itself states, “the 
CPS estimate of the number of people without health insurance 
more closely approximates the number of people who are unin-
sured at a specific point in time during the year than the number 
of people uninsured for the entire year.”6  
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In other words, many of the survey respondents who were counted 
as “uninsured” may have experienced only a temporary interrup-
tion in their insurance. And, as many know, this circumstance is 
quite common, especially for people who are starting their first 
job or who had insurance through their employer. For those with 
employer provided coverage, when they quit or lose their job, 
they are technically uninsured. But they are simply in transition 
between one insurer through their employer and another.

Advocates of universal care often throw around the 45.7-million 
figure as if 15 percent of America were permanently uninsured. 
And that, of course, is a considerable stretch of the data.

Uninsured Americans: a closer look

It can be easy to address “the uninsured” as a single, undifferentiated 
group. But that is by no means the case. People may be uninsured 
for different reasons, and if we are to improve America’s health 
system, we need to know more about this perplexing group. 

So who are these 45.7 million people? It turns out that the big 
headline number so often in the news includes a surprisingly wide 
range of people. 

Some, of course, just can’t afford to pay for insurance. But oth-
ers—many, in fact—are uninsured for reasons not directly related 
to cost, and very likely would not want to be “rescued” by manda-
tory socialized medicine.

Voluntarily uninsured

Spend just a few minutes with the breakout of the Census Bureau 
data and some surprising facts about the uninsured population 
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jump out—facts that might change the way you think about the 
much-discussed American “health care crisis.”

How’s this for starters? Almost 18 million of the uninsured make 
more than $50,000 a year. And almost 10 million of them have 
an income of more than $75,000 a year.7  

In other words, 38 percent of the U.S. uninsured population earn 
more than $50,000 per year.

We may be accustomed to thinking of the uninsured as down-and-
outs, low-income individuals and families struggling to get by. But 
the Census Bureau breakout shows that the average uninsured 
person in the United States makes an above-average income. 

How can this be? 

Well, for one thing, a great number of financially comfortable 
young Americans who are not covered by their employer choose 
not to purchase health insurance. Known in the health care trade 
as the “invincibles” because they’re so sure they’re healthy and 
unlikely to get sick, these young singles would rather pocket their 
monthly insurance premiums than shell out for health care cover-
age. And, $30 billion by the uninsured was paid for health care 
out of a total of $86 billion.8 

Foolish though it may be, this kind of intentional avoidance of 
health insurance is quite common. According to the Common-
wealth Fund, Americans aged 19 to 29 comprise one of the largest 
and fastest-growing segments of the uninsured population.9  

And that’s just part of the real story of the uninsured. Other factors 
also cast very large shadows over the big Census Bureau number. 
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Health Insurance Doesn’t Have to Hurt

“Like most young people, I like to believe I’m invincible. Every so often, 
though, an email shows up in my inbox that reminds me I’m not. Another 
twentysomething acquaintance has suffered a ski accident, appendec-
tomy, or electric-saw mishap. The worst reports share a line: “he doesn’t 
have health insurance”….Government is the problem, at least when it 
comes to health insurance. Well-meaning but misguided states such as 
New Jersey and Massachusetts have priced young people out of the mar-
ket by keeping laws on the books that force plans to cover everything, take 
all comers, or treat young and old, healthy and sick, roughly the same.

—Laura Vanderkam, USA Today.10  

Uninsured non-citizens

The 45.7 million “Americans” include large numbers of non-citi-
zens who replied to the Census Bureau survey. In fact, the Census 
Bureau’s breakout shows that more than 10 million of the people 
considered uninsured by the U.S. government aren’t U.S. citi-
zens at all. Some political commentators have estimated that the 
number is as high as one in four.11  

It is certainly unfortunate that these individuals have no health 
insurance (although they can still get free treatment in U.S. 
emergency rooms), but even a fully nationalized health care sys-
tem would be unlikely to provide health insurance for them.

Yet the press—the Boston Globe, USA Today, New York Times, 
and virtually every other major U.S. newspaper—continues to 
cite this statistic even though it includes a high percentage of 
non-U.S. citizens. (I must confess, it’s such a common statistic 
that I even reference it multiple times throughout this book.)
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Nevertheless, almost 25 percent of those 45.7 million aren’t 
Americans, but merely residents of the United States.

Low-income uninsured

However eye-opening, the above arguments don’t counter the 
fact that many citizens of the United States want health care but 
can’t afford it. Doesn’t something need to be done to ensure that 
poor and lower-income Americans have decent access to afford-
able, high-quality health care? 

In fact, the United States government already offers many in this very 
group a big hand up. As many as 14 million of the 45.7 million unin-
sured—poor and low-income Americans—are fully eligible for gen-
erous government assistance programs like Medicare, Medicaid, and 
SCHIP.12 The problem is, they’re just not enrolling in these programs.

“You may think that a poor single mom with three children living in 
South Central Los Angeles is among the uninsured, but in fact, she is 
eligible for Medicaid, as are her children. . . . Because Medicaid and 
children’s health programs allow patients to be signed up literally in 
the [emergency room], these individuals could be covered; they just 
choose not to do the paperwork,” writes Dr. David Gratzer.13 

As it turns out, a 2008 study by the Georgetown University Health 
Policy Institute shows that a whopping 70 percent of uninsured chil-
dren are eligible for either Medicaid, SCHIP, or both programs.14  

In justifying his national health care plan, Barack Obama often 
complains that “nearly eight million children” lack health 
insurance.15 What he doesn’t tell you is that six million of those 
children are currently uninsured for no reason other than the fact 
that they have not been enrolled in available programs.
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Meanwhile, according to the Urban Institute roughly 27 percent 
of non-elderly Americans who are eligible for Medicaid simply 
haven’t enrolled, and live their lives without health insurance.16  

You should keep “failure to enroll” in mind the next time you 
hear appeals to “expand Medicare to all Americans” like the plan 
proposed in 2007 by Senators Edward Kennedy (D-MA) and 
John Dingell (D-MI).17  

Do we need a mandatory free lunch?

Many point to Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP as milestones on 
the road to government health care. But the easy political rheto-
ric doesn’t even address the issue of people who fall through the 
cracks of existing programs that supposedly already entitle them 
to health insurance.

Can we really argue that such people don’t have health insur-
ance? Have we reached a state where the government has to force 
people to show up for a free lunch? 

If 14 million eligibles aren’t availing themselves of taxpayer-
funded coverage, then why should we think that a still bigger 
government health care bureaucracy will solve the problem? 

Who’s left?

Okay. So there are supposedly 45.7 million uninsured. 

But 18 million earn more than $50,000. 

More than 10 million aren’t U.S. citizens.
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And as many as 14 million qualify for government programs like 
Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP.

Obviously, there’s some overlap in these numbers. But the critical 
question is—who’s left over?

Sadly, there are people who really do fall through the cracks. These 
are the chronically uninsured working poor. They are people who 
hold down jobs and struggle to support families. They earn less than 
$50,000 per year, but too much to qualify for government help. 
And because insurance is so expensive, they simply can’t afford it. 

There are roughly eight million of these chronically uninsured, and 
they really do need help.18 (It should be noted that even though they 
don’t have insurance, they can still get emergency room care for, say, 
a broken leg, visit a community hospital, or a community clinic. But 
they aren’t covered for routine check-ups and preventative care.)

Any attempt to solve the uninsured problem should focus on this 
narrow slice of the 45.7-million pie. 

Moreover, the key to helping these people isn’t to create more 
government red tape. We have too much of that already. In fact, 
too much regulation is why health insurance is so expensive in 
the first place. What these people need is straightforward cover-
age that they can afford and that will cover catastrophes. That is 
the purpose of insurance. 

In Myth Six, I’ll discuss how existing government regulations 
have driven up costs to the point of absurdity. And in the Solu-
tions chapter of this book, we’ll look at some simple ways to fix 
the problem and lower costs so that even the working poor can 
easily afford good health coverage.
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The myth continues, despite the facts

This chapter begins by quoting Barack Obama’s official website: 
“46 million Americans—including nearly eight million children—
lack health insurance with no signs of this trend slowing down.” 

We’ve already addressed his first two points regarding “46 mil-
lion uninsured” and “eight million children.” But what about this 
continuing trend?

When Obama says the trend is not “slowing down,” he presum-
ably means that as the U.S. population grows, so too does the 
number of uninsured.

That’s true. But it doesn’t tell us much other than the obvious.

Apparently, Obama has overlooked a more interesting—and tell-
ing—trend: Over the past 10 years, the situation for low-income 
uninsured Americans has gotten better, not worse. 

According to the Census Bureau’s report, the number of house-
holds with annual incomes of less than $25,000 who lack health 
insurance has gone down steadily since 1998.19  

Surprisingly, the fastest-growing segment of the uninsured is 
households making more than $75,000 a year. For these people, it 
may be a lack of planning and responsibility, not a lack of access, 
that is preventing them from being insured.20 

So the question remains: Is there an uninsured crisis in America today? 

The answer—I think—is yes. But it involves dramatically fewer 
people than is commonly cited. 



Myth Four: High Drug Prices Drive Up 
Health Care Costs

Are excessive drug prices the reason that health care costs are so 
high today? At first glance, it definitely seems that way. 

In 2007, the United States spent $286.5 billion on prescription 
drugs.1 That’s a whopping figure. To put it into perspective, it’s more 
than the entire GDP of Ireland.2 Or almost $2,600 per household.3 

That same year, Pfizer, the world’s largest drug company, had rev-
enues totaling nearly $50 billion.4  

These aren’t pie-in-the-sky numbers. They directly affect real 
patients. Lipitor, Pfizer’s bestselling drug, retails for about $100 
for a month’s supply.5 So most people who take the daily choles-
terol-lowering pill spend around $1,200 annually just to fill their 
prescription. That’s money they could have spent taking their 
kids to the movies, or going on vacation.

And Lipitor isn’t even that expensive. In fact, compared to 
some drugs, it’s a bargain. Avastin, the cutting-edge biologic 
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drug manufactured by Genentech for treating colon, lung, and 
breast cancer, costs as much as $100,000 for a year’s supply.6 
That’s more than double what the median American household 
earns in a year.7  

Meanwhile, prescription drugs are taking up a greater portion of 
health care spending than ever before. Whereas drug spending 
hovered between 5 and 8 percent of overall health care expendi-
tures from the mid-1970s until about 10 years ago, it has steadily 
climbed past the 10-percent mark in recent years.8  

Critics often point to these facts as proof that drugs are driving up 
the nation’s health care costs. And it’s easy to think they’re right 
. . . if you just look at a few isolated statistics. 

But they’re completely wrong. 

There’s an old story about a frog who lives at the bottom of a 
well. One day, he looks up and sees a tiny circle of sky above him. 
“Ah,” he says to himself, “now I’ve seen the world.”
 
The argument that drug prices are driving up health care costs 
is as disconnected from reality as that frog at the bottom of 
the well. 

In reality, prescription drugs reduce medical spending. 

How? By obviating the need for prolonged hospital stays, surgery, 
and other expensive procedures like anesthesia. 

It’s time to climb out of the well and cast some sunlight on this 
pervasive myth.
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Choice in Medicine

When I spoke at the Innovation ’08 Conference in San Diego, a conference 
for CEOs, I was approached after my speech by a doctor who thought 
the Veterans Administration system for providing care for America’s vets 
and their families should be the model for the country. Of course I didn’t 
agree and I mentioned that, for example, drugs like Lipitor, a new and 
innovative drug that effectively brings down cholesterol, are not on the 
list of drugs available to vets. The doctor countered that this was a good 
thing—because Lipitor is expensive and is no different than the cheaper 
drugs on the market. I replied that the critical point is that it works for oth-
ers where some of the older, cheaper drugs do not and that these drugs 
should be available for all so that vets in consultation with their doctors 
can decide what works best for them. 

The elephant in the emergency room

Any discussion of health care costs needs to start with chronic 
diseases. They are the elephant in the emergency room.

Chronic diseases—conditions like diabetes, cancer in remission, 
heart disease, HIV, obesity, and arthritis—are far and away the 
biggest drain on America’s health care system. They’ve led to a 
massive increase in health care costs in recent decades. 

Today, caring for people with chronic diseases accounts for about 
85 percent of all U.S. health care spending.9 
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So, clearly, one of the most effective ways to lower overall health 
care costs is to control chronic disease.10 And drugs have proven 
to be one of the most effective—and inexpensive—ways to do 
just that. They have also allowed many people with these diseases 
to lead longer and more normal lives. 

We’re older and fatter

Today, about six in 10 Americans have at least one chronic dis-
ease.11 There are several reasons behind this growing problem. 
But for the most part, it’s the result of an aging—and expand-
ing—population. Simply put, Americans are older and fatter 
than we used to be.

Just how blubbery are we?

Two in three American adults are overweight.12 One in three is 
obese.13 But, is it the responsibility of government to get us to 
reduce or is it our responsibility? I believe it is ours. 

Just how old are we?

About one in every eight Americans is now over 65. By 2030, the 
number of senior citizens will explode to one in five Americans.14  

These statistics help explain why chronic diseases are more prev-
alent than ever before. At the simplest level, older people are 
more vulnerable.

Hospital admissions and physician visits

Between 1994 and 2004, the prevalence of diabetes doubled.15 
High blood pressure is also on the rise. In 1994, about one in 
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four American adults had high blood pressure. Today, it’s one in 
three.16 Heart disease now kills one person every 34 seconds.17 

According to a study by Gerard Anderson, a professor of health 
policy and management at Johns Hopkins, people with chronic 
conditions account for 82 percent of hospital admissions and  
79 percent of all physician visits.18 

According to the same study, people with two chronic dis-
eases cost the health care system about five times more than  
those with no conditions. And they’re four times as likely to  
be hospitalized.19   

This makes sense. Untreated diabetes can lead to nerve  
disease, heart failure, blindness, kidney failure, and limb ampu-
tation.20 Untreated heart disease can lead to stroke, heart attack,  
and death. 

Drugs have proven able to curtail the costs—both physical and 
financial—of these conditions. 

Lipitor is cheaper than heart surgery

Between 1999 and 2006, researchers tracked nearly 45,000 heart 
patients in 14 countries. The results, published in the Journal of 
the American Medical Association, showed that the rate of death 
from heart attacks dropped by nearly half during that time. The 
main reason: increased use of cholesterol-lowering drugs, blood 
thinners, stents, and angioplasties.21 

The study also found that from 1999–2005, the proportion of 
patients who developed congestive heart failure after a heart 
attack dropped from 19.5 percent to 11 percent.22  
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This medical progress has had a major impact on health care 
expenditures. 

A 2005 study published in Medical Care found that every addi-
tional dollar spent on drugs for blood pressure, cholesterol, and 
diabetes shaves $4.00 to $7.00 off other medical spending.23 
Similarly, a recent paper from the National Bureau of Economic 
Research (NBER) found that Medicare ultimately saves $2.06 for 
every dollar it spends on medicines.24 

In other words, drugs save America’s health care system a for-
tune. This makes sense. A daily dosage of Lipitor is cheaper than 
emergency heart surgery. 

Why do drugs cost so much?

Drugs may lower overall health care costs. But that doesn’t mean 
they’re cheap. 

They’re not. 

Anyone who has ever had to pay for drugs out of pocket knows 
that they can be extremely expensive. 

So the big question is—why do drugs cost so much?

Some critics argue that drugs are massively overpriced because 
drug makers are especially greedy. But this is a facile argument 
that defies common sense—unless, of course, you believe that 
people who spend their lives developing life-saving medical cures 
are just naturally more greedy than lawyers, pilots, engineers, pol-
iticians, journalists, and virtually any other profession that comes 
to mind. 
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In fact, there’s a very simple explanation for the high price of 
prescription drugs: they cost a lot to develop. One reason is that 
most drugs are complete failures that never make it to the phar-
macy shelf. They also fail because harmful side effects are iden-
tified during clinical trials or by the FDA which tests for safety 
and efficacy. 

So when a company finally invents a successful drug, it needs to 
recoup a lot more than the money spent developing the winner. If 
that company is to stay in business, it also needs to recoup all the 
money that was spent developing the losers. 

And in the world of inventing medical cures, there are a lot of losers.

Tough odds

Inventing new medicines is fraught with risk. For every 5,000 to 
10,000 compounds tested, only five will make it to clinical trials. 
And only one will successfully make it through FDA review and 
to the market.25 That’s why it takes, on average, 10 to 15 years 
from the time a new chemical compound is discovered to the time 
the FDA grants approval.26  

Needless to say, it’s enormously expensive to navigate a drug 
through the approval process and onto the pharmacy shelf. 
According to a study from the Tufts University Center for the 
Study of Drug Development, it takes about $1.3 billion to bring a 
single new drug to market.27 And only two in 10 approved drugs 
earn enough to cover the cost of research and development.28 

These are tough odds, and yet investors keep putting their money 
into biotech startups and pharmaceutical research firms.
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The reality is that a drug firm’s research dollars come from inves-
tors. If investors don’t stand a good chance of making money, 
they’ll put their money in an industry that can better guarantee a 
return on investment. 

Enormous rewards

Yes, the process of developing medical drugs is incredibly expen-
sive, time-consuming, and risky. But investors continue to fund 
more research despite the fact that there will be many failures. 
Why? Because the rewards are so enormous. 

The benefits can be measured not just in dollars—but also in 
human lives saved.

Of the nearly 350 new medicines approved by the FDA in the 
last decade, we’ve seen new treatments for strokes, heart disease, 
diabetes, cystic fibrosis, and cancer.29  

In December 2007, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) reported that the average cholesterol level in Americans over 
20 had finally reached an ideal range—falling below 200 mg/dL for 
the first time in 50 years. This was a major blow against heart disease—
and it was largely due to the use of cholesterol-lowering drugs.30   

In 2006, U.S. life expectancy hit a record high, hitting 80.7 years 
for women and 75.4 years for men.31  

Between 1971 and 2003, the number of cancer medications 
tripled.32 Today, the United States leads the world in treating 
cancer. According to a 2008 study published in The Lancet Oncol-
ogy, the renowned British medical journal, Americans have a  
better survival rate for 13 of the 16 most prominent cancers when 
compared to their European and Canadian counterparts.33 
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Currently, there are more than 2,700 new drugs either undergo-
ing FDA review or in clinical trials for almost 5,000 different con-
ditions.34 Of course, many of these medicines will never make it 
to patients. But these drugs offer hope to the countless individuals 
who suffer from cancer, Alzheimer’s, and other painful and life-
threatening diseases. 

Oil doesn’t hold a candle to electricity

Drugs are expensive. And the nation is spending more money 
on them than ever before. Nevertheless, drug prices are steadily 
dropping.

Confused? It may sound contradictory, but it actually makes per-
fect sense.

Think about the history of artificial light. Until Thomas Edison 
invented the incandescent light bulb in the late nineteenth cen-
tury, people spent money on wood, oil, and candles to light their 
homes. One could safely say that electricity accounted for zero 
percent of their artificial-light expenditures.

Suddenly, with the advent of the light bulb in the 1880s, elec-
tricity started to take over. People gradually stopped lighting 
their homes with oil, wood, and candles—and started spending 
money on electricity. Eventually, electricity accounted for nearly  
100 percent of all artificial-light expenditures. 

Electricity spending absolutely soared. And the reason was obvi-
ous—oil doesn’t hold a candle to electricity.

Now imagine if the nation had fretted that electricity prices were 
rising too quickly in the 1890s. What if candle-makers had been 
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able to plant newspaper articles complaining that spending on 
electricity was rising too quickly? 

What if the oil-lamp industry had persuaded politicians that elec-
tricity accounted for too high a percentage of overall light expen-
ditures? And what if those politicians then passed laws punishing 
light-bulb makers for being greedy? 

In short, if electricity had faced the political and media attack 
that we’re witnessing today against drugs, we’d still be living in 
the dark—literally.35 

Below the rate of inflation

Just as electricity transformed the artificial-light industry, drugs 
have caused a similar sea change in the health care industry. 
Even though overall drug spending is up, drug prices themselves 
have not increased. In fact, they’ve fallen. 

In September 2007, the U.S. Department of Labor reported that 
the annual inflation rate for drug prices was at its lowest in the 
three decades since it began tracking such numbers. The annual 
inflation rate for pharmaceuticals was 1 percent, well below 
the rate of overall inflation. Principally, this was the result of 
increased use of generic drugs.36 

The rise of generics—and falling prices

Generic drugs are chemically identical to their brand-name coun-
terparts,37 and they’re more popular than ever. In 2007, generics 
accounted for 65 percent of all prescriptions filled in U.S. phar-
macies.38 And that percentage is expected to increase as the pat-
ents on a host of blockbuster drugs will soon expire.39 
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Meanwhile, over the past few years, the price of generics has 
plummeted. Between 2003 and 2007, according to a recent report 
from AARP’s Public Policy Institute, the prices for 125 generic 
drugs popular among older Americans dropped by 16.5 percent. 
Over that same time frame, general inflation rose 16.5 percent.40 

The reason for this price drop? Free-market competition. 

Competition brings free drugs

In the fall of 2006, Wal-Mart began offering a host of generic 
prescriptions for just $4 a month. Almost immediately, other 
retailers—including Wegmans, BJs, and Target—announced 
similar plans. 

Then, in August 2007, Publix, a grocery store chain in the south-
eastern United States, announced something even more spectac-
ular: It would offer seven commonly-used antibiotics for free to 
get consumers into its stores.41 

It was an incredible display of the amazing benefits of a free mar-
ket. Not only did this price competition result in cheaper medi-
cine—it actually led to free drugs.
 
A dangerous myth

The widespread belief that drugs are responsible for high health 
care costs is not a harmless myth. It has led to a surreal situation 
in which politicians are attempting to punish the very industry 
that is driving overall prices down. 

A number of politicians, including members of Congress, are now 
pushing to impose price controls—along with other innovation-
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stifling regulations—on the pharmaceutical industry. If they suc-
ceed, it would have a disastrous, dampening effect on the inven-
tion of new medical cures.

If pharmaceutical manufacturers are forced to sell drugs at below-
market prices, they will simply become a less attractive investment 
opportunity. As a result, investors will stop funding the research 
that creates new cures. Life-saving breakthroughs will be lost.42 
And ironically, overall health care costs will rise as more people 
wind up in the emergency room for their medical treatment.

It may seem counterintuitive, but expensive breakthrough drugs 
usually save money. The research bears it out. Columbia Univer-
sity professor Frank Lichtenberg recently published a paper with 
the National Bureau of Economic Research—and the results were 
extraordinary. 

According to Lichtenberg, switching from older, cheaper medi-
cines to newer, pricier ones reduced non-drug health care expenses 
by more than seven times as much as it raised drug spending.43 

In short, those who complain about high drug prices are penny 
wise and pound foolish. To a frog at the bottom of a well, a light 
bulb might seem expensive. But it’s a lot cheaper—and more effi-
cient—than a year’s worth of candles.



Myth Five: Importing Drugs Would Reduce 
Health Care Costs

Perhaps the most popular solution for lowering overall health care 
costs today is to legalize the importation of drugs from abroad.

In the 2008 presidential campaign, the candidates of both 
parties—John McCain and Barack Obama—maintained that 
Americans should be allowed to fill their prescriptions from foreign 
pharmacies. But the scares over the safety of imported drugs from 
other countries caused both candidates to question this proposal. 
They both, however, supported making it easier and faster to get 
generics and follow-on biologics. 

It’s not surprising that Democrats and Republicans have supported 
this issue. Voters overwhelmingly support importation—or about 
eight out of 10 people, according to one Wall Street Journal/Harris 
Interactive poll.1 

It’s easy to see why drug importation is so popular. Brand-name 
drugs are often cheaper overseas. In Canada, prices can be as 
much as 70 percent lower than in the United States.2  
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Many Americans would love to take advantage of these 
lower prices. But they can’t because federal law restricts the 
availability of imported pharmaceuticals, except under very 
specific circumstances. 

This seems unnecessary. Wouldn’t it make more sense just to open 
up the floodgates and let Americans purchase medicine over the 
Internet from virtually any country around the globe—and theo-
retically save a significant amount of money? Or better yet, why 
not let big U.S. pharmacies like CVS buy foreign drugs in bulk? 
Wouldn’t that lower prices for everybody?

At first glance, importation appears to be an elegant and easy 
solution to rising health care costs. Removing the legal dam 
would flood the U.S. market with cheap foreign pills, significantly 
reducing drug spending without sacrificing health care quality. 

Or at least it seems that way. 

Unfortunately, things aren’t always as they seem—and a closer 
look at the facts reveals that the promise of importation falls dan-
gerously short of the reality. 

When it comes to legislative solutions, it’s often said that the 
devil is in the details. Perhaps nowhere is this truer than in the 
policy debate over drug importation.

Why are some drugs cheaper abroad?

Before we tackle the problems of legalizing importation, we must 
first understand why brand-name drugs made by U.S. companies 
are sometimes cheaper abroad. 
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The reason is simple: The governments of most foreign countries 
have imposed price controls on prescription drugs. They do this 
in order to keep costs low so that they’re able to sustain their gov-
ernment health care systems. 

In Canada, for example, an agency called the Patented Medicine 
Prices Review Board ensures that drug prices are not excessive. 
The board strictly monitors the prices at which manufacturers 
may sell drugs to wholesalers and pharmacies, and at which phar-
macies may sell to the public. 

To save funds, Canadian health officials routinely delay the 
approval of new and more expensive drugs. And even after a drug 
is approved and a price set, the provincial governments decide 
whether to put it on the formularies. 

As a result it takes considerable time for new and more expensive 
medications to make it into the medicine chests of Canadians. 
Some never do. One hundred new drugs were launched in the 
United States from 1997 through 1999. Only 43 made it to mar-
ket in Canada in that same period. Canadians are still waiting for 
many life-saving drugs that are currently available in the United 
States.3 Cancer and AIDS drugs are important examples. In fact, 
the U.S. has taken the lead worldwide in innovative performance 
and as a first-launch location for new drug introductions.4  

Advanced drugs aren’t available

I’m originally Canadian, so I’ve seen how this works up close and 
personal. In 2003, my uncle was diagnosed with non-Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma. If he’d lived in America, the miracle drug Rituxan 
might have saved him. But Rituxan wasn’t approved for use in 
Canada, and he lost his battle with cancer. 
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A couple of years ago, I received an email from a woman in 
Ontario who had heard my uncle’s story. Her reason for writing? 
She wanted to let me know that Rituxan still wasn’t available—
so she was about to embark on a trip to Michigan for the drug. 

That’s the grim reality of price controls—they lead to rationing. 
Similar tragedies have played out over and over again in Britain, 
France, Italy, and virtually every other country that imposes price 
controls on drugs.

That’s why even as Americans are flocking to the Internet to buy 
inexpensive drugs from abroad, Canadians and Europeans have 
for years been coming to the United States, desperately seeking 
critical medicines that they can’t obtain in their own countries. 
And they’re willing to pay top-dollar for these drugs out of their 
own pockets. 

A few years ago, a friend of mine in New Brunswick, who suf-
fers from type 2 diabetes, learned that Glucophage XR—an 
oral blood-sugar-control medication made by U.S. manufac-
turer Bristol-Myers Squibb—would be the most effective drug 
for him. But it wasn’t available in New Brunswick. So he had 
to travel to Bangor, Maine, about four and a half hours’ drive 
away, to get it. 

So, yes, some drugs are, in fact, cheaper abroad because govern-
ments have imposed price controls. But many of the most cut-
ting-edge drugs aren’t available at all in other countries.

Not always cheaper

But what about the drugs that are available abroad? Aren’t they 
less expensive?
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Not necessarily. While it’s true that brand-name drugs are usu-
ally cheaper, the majority of drugs are actually more expensive 
abroad. That’s because most drugs consumed in the United States 
are generics—i.e., copies of brand-name drugs that are no longer 
under patent protection.

Generics accounted for 65 percent of the U.S. drug market in 
2007, and they’re dramatically cheaper in the United States than 
anywhere else in the world. The reason generics are so cheap in 
the United States is that, unlike in Europe and Canada, there’s a 
flourishing free market here, and competition drives prices down.

That’s why you can walk into a Wal-Mart or a Target today and 
buy $4 generics. You can’t do that in France, Britain, or Canada.

A narrow category

So when people say, “drugs are cheaper in other countries,” they’re 
making an enormous generalization. What they really should say 
is that certain brand-name drugs are cheaper. They’re not refer-
ring to generics. And they’re not referring to all the cutting-edge 
drugs that aren’t available in other countries.

Instead, they’re referring to a very narrow category—brand-name 
drugs that have been approved and price-controlled by foreign 
governments. These price-controlled drugs are generally about  
50 percent cheaper in Europe and Canada.

Shouldering the burden

Currently, the United States produces the vast majority of the 
world’s cutting-edge drugs precisely because the free market still 
plays a role here. It’s no surprise that America spends four times as 
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much per year as the United Kingdom, and a whopping 17 times 
as much as Canada, to research and develop new drugs.

Meanwhile, as we’ve seen, it takes about $1.3 billion to bring a 
new drug to market.5 By contrast, the cost of producing, packaging, 
and distributing pills is miniscule. The first pill costs more than a 
billion dollars to produce; the second pill is gumball cheap. 

Advocates of importation like to pretend R&D costs don’t exist—
as if ground-breaking pills were simply Tic-Tacs. But they’re not. 
And if companies cannot recoup and ultimately profit from their 
investments, they will have no incentive to continue developing 
new life-saving drugs.

The problem is that someone has to pay for that first pill. Some-
one has to foot the massive bill for research and development. 
Right now, the American consumer is shouldering this bur-
den. I agree that’s not fair. But the answer is not to destroy our 
own pharmaceutical industry. Rather, our government needs 
to pressure foreign countries to remove price controls and share 
the cost.

Why we put up with it

No doubt, many readers are wondering: If Americans are getting 
such a raw deal from foreign countries like Canada, why do U.S. 
companies continue to sell them drugs at discount prices?

The answer is simple—patent theft. Again, Canada is a perfect 
example. The Canadian Government has promised that if U.S. 
companies refuse to sell drugs to Canada, it will retaliate by allow-
ing generic companies to steal American patents and reproduce 
the drugs at a lower price. 
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In fact, by threatening to violate patents, the Canadian govern-
ment routinely pressures American companies into selling at 
below-market rates. It’s theft—plain and simple. 

Thus, there’s another reason U.S. drug companies are willing to 
sell at a discount to foreign countries. They’re able to recoup 
their R&D costs from U.S. consumers, who pay more than their 
fair share and effectively subsidize consumers in other countries. 
So long as the U.S. market remains segmented from foreign 
price-controlled markets, drug companies don’t lose money by 
stamping out the additional pills for Canadians and Europeans. 

Think of an airline that has a plane that’s not fully booked. Once 
enough passengers have bought tickets to cover the cost of the 
flight, the airline can then sell the extra seats at below-market 
prices and still make money. American drug consumers are like 
the airline passengers who pay full freight so the flight can actu-
ally take off. To put it bluntly, the rest of the world is free-riding.

Free-riding works so long as the overall market is profitable. But if 
everyone tries to free-ride, then the system breaks down.

For example, if U.S. pharmaceutical corporations see their drugs 
returning en masse to the United States at below-market prices, 
they will respond by refusing to sell drugs to overseas distributors. 

If more Americans use the Internet to buy drugs illegally from 
abroad, U.S. companies should respond by limiting their ship-
ments. Some U.S. companies are boycotting mail-order pharma-
cies. Our government should stand behind them. Rather than 
rewarding foreign governments for blackmailing American com-
panies, our politicians should be pressuring other countries to 
honor U.S. patents and pay their fare share of R&D costs.
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The devil is in the details

Unfortunately, our politicians are doing just the opposite. 
They’re actually encouraging their fellow politicians to support 
and impose price controls on our companies.

U.S. lawmakers recognize that importation alone wouldn’t actu-
ally lower costs. If there were a true global free market in drugs, 
then U.S. drug makers would respond by raising prices on foreign 
distributors—and prices would equalize across national markets. 

In that scenario, here’s what would happen. Prices would drop 
slightly in the United States, while rising significantly for foreign 
consumers. That’s because the U.S. is the biggest market by a 
long shot. 

Think of a dam separating a low lake from an ocean. If the dam 
breaks, and the water level equalizes, the ocean’s level doesn’t 
drop much. But the lake’s water level rises dramatically. That’s 
what happens when markets are desegregated. The bigger mar-
kets experience less change. 

For U.S. policymakers who are promising cheap drugs, simply 
desegregating the markets though importation wouldn’t achieve 
much cost savings. 

What these pro-importation politicians really want to do is to 
force U.S. prices down dramatically. To do that, they need to 
prevent U.S. companies from equalizing prices. 

If you look carefully at almost all the importation legislation that 
has been floating through the halls of Congress—and there’s a lot 
of it—there’s almost always a “forced sale” provision that would 
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require American companies to sell drugs to foreign exporters at 
rates determined by foreign governments.

Such legislation would essentially impose foreign price-controls 
on U.S. companies. It would have almost exactly the same effect 
as if our government imposed price controls directly. 

Senator Byron Dorgan (D-ND) has been one of the most ardent 
sponsors of “forced sale” importation. His legislation would force 
America’s drug industry to do business with a metaphorical gun 
to its head. 

No matter the price or quantity demanded by foreign govern-
ments, American businesses would be required by law to sell. 
They would also be required to sell to foreign drug resellers, who 
would then be able to export their countries’ price controls to 
the United States. Such legislation is an affront to all American 
businesses, a violation of essential patent rights, and a threat to 
free trade. 

Bully bargaining

It’s not deal-making—it’s bully bargaining. 

Imagine, for example, if you could walk into Best Buy and set your 
own low price for a 60-inch plasma television. This might sound 
great at first. But it wouldn’t take long before the store, no longer 
able to ensure the stream of revenue it needed, would have to dras-
tically reduce its offerings—or possibly even shut down entirely.

Free trade and fair business dealings require consent from both 
parties; any law requiring forced sale would undermine the under-
lying principles of both.
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U.S. pharmaceutical companies are no different from Best Buy—
or even Dreyer’s. Every business must mark up its products to turn 
a profit. If politicians single out drug companies and deny them 
a return on their investments, those companies will simply stop 
investing in the development of new drugs. One can’t help won-
dering whether U.S. lawmakers want to turn the pharmaceutical 
industry into a regulated public utility. 

Stifling innovation

Pharmaceuticals are already a risky investment. As we showed ear-
lier in the Tufts study, the average drug costs $1.3 billion to bring to 
market, and takes nearly a decade in research and development.6  

Investors are willing to take that chance precisely because the 
rewards of developing a cure for non-Hodgkins lymphoma, AIDS, 
or diabetes are considerable. If price controls are imposed, the profit 
incentive would be removed. Investment dollars would dry up. And 
the miracle cures that mark America’s drug industry would vanish.

That’s exactly what’s happening in price-controlled countries: 
Venture capitalists invest 15 times more in American biotech 
companies than in European ones.7  

Less investment means fewer breakthrough medicines. The Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services estimates that importation 
could cause four to 18 fewer drugs to be developed per decade.8  

Americans aren’t the only ones who would lose out from a ham-
strung pharmaceutical industry. U.S. firms are responsible for 
almost 90 percent of new drugs worldwide.9 An indigent African 
farmer’s anti-malarial drug cocktail, a French diplomat’s heart 
medication, an Italian prime minister’s pacemaker, a Japanese 
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businessman’s antidepressants—all were probably invented by an 
American pharmaceutical or medical device firm.

Illusory cost savings

Making matters even worse, importation by forced-sale wouldn’t 
even save much money for U.S. consumers. A 2003 study from the 
London School of Economics that looked at a similar policy in the 
European Union found that such rules don’t lead to lower prices at 
the drugstore.10 Instead, only the middlemen—those foreign pharma-
cies that purchase the drugs in bulk and resell them—would benefit. 

The cost savings promised by the pro-importation crowd are 
mostly illusory. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) esti-
mates that foreign drug importation would only reduce national 
drug expenditure by one percent over the next decade. Research-
ers noted that Canadian importation would lead to a “negligible 
reduction in drug spending.”11  

Tried and failed

In fact, drug importation has already been tried—and it has failed 
miserably, over and over again. A number of states have shirked 
federal law and established their own local drug importation pro-
grams. Not one has been popular.

Take Illinois. In 2004, Governor Rod Blagojevich implemented the 
“I-SaveRx” program which, in conjunction with neighboring Wiscon-
sin, allowed state residents to buy meds from Canadian pharmacies. 

The program cost $1 million in taxpayer dollars, requiring services from 
500 public employees and two dozen state agencies. The day Blagojev-
ish introduced the bill establishing I-SaveRx, he boldly declared: 
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The nearly 13 million people who live in Illinois and the 
more than five million people who live in Wisconsin will 
have the opportunity to save hundreds—and in some 
cases even thousands—of dollars each year on the high 
cost of their medicine. 

After 19 months of operation, only 3,689 Illinois residents had 
used the I-SaveRx program. That’s just 0.02 percent of the state 
population.12  

It’s a similar story with other importation programs. The one in 
Missouri has attracted all of 460 customers; Wisconsin 321; Kan-
sas 267; and Vermont 217. In 2004, the city council of Portland, 
Maine instituted a Canadian import program for city employees 
and their families. By 2007, it had only 350 participants.13 

The truth about importation

Unfortunately, despite all these failures at the state level, federal 
politicians continue to push for importation. If they’re success-
ful, it would be a health care disaster for not only Americans but 
individuals worldwide. 

When politicians say we should legalize importation, they’re 
not being honest. What they really should say is that they want 
to impose foreign price controls on U.S. drug companies, while 
driving away the investors who fund the creation of new medical 
cures that allow us to live longer and healthier lives.

The irony is that their importation scheme wouldn’t even save 
money for U.S. consumers.



Myth Six: Universal Coverage Can Be Achieved 
by Forcing Everyone to Buy Insurance

From state governors to presidential candidates, U.S. politicians 
routinely claim that virtually all our health care problems would 
be solved if only every man, woman, and child were covered by 
health insurance. 

How do they suggest we achieve this utopian goal? Simple: Pass 
a law that requires everyone to buy coverage. Many politicians 
in Congress are now pushing for exactly that—a law that would  
supposedly end the problem of the uninsured by requiring all 
Americans to have health insurance. 

Unfortunately it’s not that easy. 

Mark Twain once quipped, “Facts are stubborn things.” Well, 
people are, too.

If waving a congressional wand and saying “Make it so,” solved 
problems, we’d have ended war, poverty, and homelessness long 
ago. Take car insurance. People are required to have it. But many 
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find ways around the rules, especially when they would have to 
spend their own money. 

Although car insurance is mandatory in all but two states1, nearly 
15 percent of drivers are still out on the roads uninsured.2  Yet, 
despite what we know about economics and human nature, the 
mandate myth has become a common refrain in the health care 
reform debate today. 

Who are these health care scofflaws?

To believe that universal health care coverage can be achieved 
through a legal mandate is to misunderstand how people react 
to do-good laws and why. The academics, policy experts, media 
voices, and employers cheering for mandates assume that unin-
sured Americans either are just too lazy to purchase health insur-
ance, or don’t have the money to pay for it. 

That makes it easy to fix, so the argument goes. If it’s illegal not 
to purchase insurance, even the lazy folks will pony up. And for 
those who can’t afford it—presto!—a government subsidy will 
make insurance affordable. In other words, if people are threat-
ened with a buck-up-or-pay-up fine, and/or given the chance 
to purchase a policy at a mere fraction of their monthly wages, 
they’ll jump through the hoop and become responsible citizens.3  

That might make sense in theory. But in reality, Americans are 
both stubborn, and smart. Most of those who do not purchase 
health insurance make that choice not because they don’t have 
the resources or because they’re lazy, but because they’ve done the 
math and don’t want to spend their money on expensive insur-
ance policies that don’t fit their individual or family needs. 
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In the United States today, as we discussed in Myth Three, there 
are around 46 million people4 with no health insurance—some 
15 percent of the population. Who are those 46 million? 

Many think they’re our poorest, oldest, or youngest citizens. But as 
we also discussed in Myth Three, that’s not the case at all. For the 
most part, those three groups are already covered by government 
health programs. Medicaid covers many of the poor and disabled. 
Medicare covers the old. And the State Children’s Health Insur-
ance Plan (SCHIP) covers the young who fall through the gaps.

So who’s hiding?

Two groups: 1) those who earn too much money to qualify for 
Medicaid, but not enough to afford individual health insurance; 
and 2) those who can afford insurance, but simply choose not to 
purchase coverage.

As it turns out, the bulk of the uninsured (not counting peo-
ple who qualify for, but don’t enroll in, Medicaid, Medicare, or 
SCHIP) fall into the second group. These are people who have 
chosen not to buy insurance for entirely rational reasons. 

People won’t pay for what they don’t use

Take a typical healthy 24-year-old woman who has just entered 
the workforce but whose employer does not provide health care 
coverage. She might very well decide that $300 a month for 
health insurance—a typical rate for a single person—isn’t worth 
it for the few medical services she needs. 

It would be a terrific waste of money for her to pay nearly 
$4,000 per year so that she can be covered for regular doctor 
visits, when she rarely goes to the doctor in the first place. 
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She’s smart enough to realize she should have a so-called “cata-
strophic” policy, which comes with a low premium, and has a 
high deductible, but would protect her from the worst of the 
worst medical problems. 

But guess what? Such a sensible policy is very difficult—if not 
impossible—to find. Thanks to state-level laws and regula-
tions telling insurers they can’t tailor policies for the young and 
healthy, such policies are unavailable in many U.S. markets. It’s 
all or nothing for our young woman.

And faced with the choice between a pricey policy—covering 
everything including, say, testicular cancer—or no policy at 
all, it’s no surprise that she chooses to forego health insurance 
entirely. Perhaps she chooses to put the money into savings or 
textbooks instead, or into nights on the town. The point is, it’s 
her choice, not the government’s. 

What mandate laws do is turn around and tell that healthy young 
person that she has to pay her fair share and buy health insurance, 
like it or not. A mandate is really a stealth form of taxation. At 
the most basic level, mandates deprive people of the freedom to 
do as they choose with their money.

Not surprisingly, those people balk when they’re ordered to get in 
line at the health insurance window and pay up. That’s exactly 
what happened in Massachusetts, when the state passed a law 
in April 2006 mandating insurance coverage either through an 
individual policy or lose their personal income tax deduction, or 
by forcing employers to provide it. 

People balked. There were still 168,000 adults who remained 
without health insurance at the end of 2007. More than half of 
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them—97,000—remained uninsured even though they were per-
fectly able to afford a policy, according to the state Department of 
Revenue, which combed through their tax returns.5  

Apparently, these scofflaws just didn’t want to pay for an expen-
sive insurance plan they didn’t need—even if it were the law.

So what if it’s bad for business?

Mandates on businesses depress economic growth. 

Across the country, various states are experimenting with man-
date laws. From Hawaii to Maine, today’s mandate proposals are 
usually two-pronged: 

The first prong forces individuals who aren’t covered by their 
employer or a subsidized program to purchase insurance on their 
own. The second prong forces employers—usually ones above a 
certain size—to provide health insurance to their workers or pay a 
percentage of payroll into a state-sponsored fund. This is referred 
to as “pay or play.” Many businesses these days do provide health 
insurance to their employees, both as a worker incentive and 
because they get tax breaks for doing so. But health insurance is a 
major expense, and companies that don’t provide it usually have 
chosen not to because they can’t afford to absorb such a huge 
expense into their overhead. 

The Massachusetts mandate requires companies with 11 or more 
full-time employees to cover their workers or face a fine of $295. 
That could put many a struggling company out of business, and 
all their employees out of work. Such a mandate also discour-
ages new businesses from opening up. And it discourages existing 
businesses from expanding. The state of Massachusetts, it seems, 
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would rather subsidize unemployment than let people earn a wage 
that doesn’t come with health care attached. 

The facts from Massachusetts

A more detailed look at the Bay State’s experience shows us the 
perils and pitfalls of health insurance mandates. 

Massachusetts’ 2006 law passed with strong backing from Repub-
lican then-governor Mitt Romney, whose oft-proclaimed goal 
was to achieve statewide universal health insurance coverage. 

His reform was premised on the idea that universal coverage was 
a moral imperative. It took a bipartisan effort to pass: Senator 
Edward Kennedy (D–MA) helped persuade the state’s Democratic 
legislators, while Romney handled the business community.6 

Massachusetts had learned lessons from other state-level attempts 
to get more people covered by health insurance. Maine, for exam-
ple, had passed its Dirigo Health Reform Act in 2003, which 
promised to bring coverage to 30,000 of the state’s uninsured 
immediately, and ramp up to 140,000 Mainers by 2005.

Today, though, enrollment in Maine remains at only 25 percent of 
projections. The Dirigo scheme required users to ante up a monthly 
premium, and some Mainers simply didn’t want to pay. They 
tended to be healthy folks who used the system only occasionally 
and who perhaps had few assets to protect. Some indeed jumped at 
the chance to get cut-rate insurance. But unfortunately they tended 
to be older, less healthy, and, well, heavy users of the system.7  

In insurance, that’s called negative or adverse selection and it 
can send costs through the roof and projections out the window 
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because it results in a smaller pool of healthy premium payers 
supporting a higher number of unhealthy payers. Only the sick 
get a good deal.

The Maine experience showed Massachusetts policymakers that 
you need sticks as well as carrots to bring the population to heel 
in matters of insurance. 

The carrots were establishing more aggressive taxpayer-subsidies 
for insurance costs and allowing the uninsured to use pre-tax dol-
lars to purchase individual plans. The sticks: stiff fines for both 
individuals and employers who failed to “take advantage” of the 
opportunity to buy in.8 

The number of people enrolled in Massachusetts health care plans 
did in fact increase. Before enactment of the law in April 2006, 
the state’s uninsured numbered between 550,000 and 715,000—
or 8.6 to 11.2 percent of the population of 6.4 million. By the 
summer of 2008, about 350,000 of the previously uninsured had 
enrolled.9 About half, or 175,000, chose Commonwealth Care, 
a heavily subsidized or free insurance program for adults who 
earn no more than three times the federal poverty level, but who 
don’t have access to other government-sponsored programs or to 
employer insurance.10  

The bill to taxpayers, though, has mounted far faster than the 
policymakers predicted. Commonwealth Care cost the state $133 
million in fiscal year 2007, about $647 million in 2008, and is 
estimated to cost $869 million in fiscal year 200911—and could 
reach $1.1 billion, according to Governor Deval Patrick.12   

Meanwhile, when the plan was first introduced, then-Governor Mitt 
Romney predicted that it would cost only $125 million a year.13  
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Now that’s a cost overrun that should make even a politician blush.

And there’s more to this particular mandate story. State projec-
tions of fines to be collected from companies that failed to cover 
employees’ health insurance were radically off base. They were 
supposed to total $50 million a year and be used to offset the costs 
of the subsidies. Instead of $50 million, fines were projected to 
bring in just $6.7 million in 2008.14 

That’s a massive misjudgment. Imagine if, say, a Nasdaq-listed 
company assured shareholders that it was on track to earn 
$50 million for the year and then earned only $6.7 million. 
Shareholders would be outraged. There would probably be a lot 
of firings. Unfortunately, there are no shareholders to hold the 
Massachusetts government accountable. So the cost overruns 
and outlandish projections continue to this day.

Not so universal after all

As bureaucrats struggle to keep costs down, has the Massachu-
setts program at least achieved the goal of universal coverage? 
The evidence points to a resounding no. 

Obviously, with enough encouragement, people will take advan-
tage of heavily subsidized or free services. In Massachusetts, 
175,000 residents signed up for subsidized Commonwealth Care 
policies. And the state also reported a rise in new Medicaid card-
holders—about 87,000.15

But the plan didn’t fare so well when people had to purchase 
full-ticket insurance. Enrollments in Commonwealth Choice, 
through which the government offers full-price, unsubsidized 
policies, totaled only 18,122 as of May 1, 2008.16  
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By the summer of 2008, about 5 percent of the state’s population 
remained uninsured.17 The state threw up its hands and allowed 
many of them to remain so. Massachusetts offered exemptions for 
20 percent of its citizens18 who earn too much to qualify for the 
subsidized programs, but not enough to afford the cost of insur-
ance on the private market.19 

Exploding bureaucracy

Call them the insurance police.

As soon as you start telling people they have to spend money they 
don’t want to spend on something they don’t want, somebody is 
going to have to make sure they actually do it. That’s why individ-
ual mandates inevitably lead to new enforcement bureaucracies.

In Massachusetts, the state Department of Revenue went over 
2007 tax returns to figure out how many adults remained with-
out health insurance (168,000), and how many of them, in the 
Department’s view, were “able to afford” insurance (97,000).20  
Penalties were issued, appeals heard, exemptions granted. In 
2007, the penalty was $219. In 2008, it increases to $912.21  

Who do you think managed this whole process? A brand-new 
bureaucracy and the Commonwealth Connector, where individ-
uals were supposed to be able to find affordable insurance plans. 
And don’t even ask about the costs.

Mandates don’t control rising prices

Forcing people to buy health insurance whether they like it or not 
is problematic enough. A bigger issue, though, is that mandates 
ignore what’s really driving up health care costs. 
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Health insurance gets more expensive, in part, because the 
prices of the services it covers are rising. Cutting-edge medi-
cines and technologies tend to be high-priced when they arrive 
on the market, and gradually get cheaper as they become more 
common and widely available, or, in the case of drugs, when 
their patents expire. 

Short of putting a stop to groundbreaking research, there’s not 
all that much policymakers can do about that side of the cost 
conundrum unless we get to the point of across-the-board price 
controls which, as any economist will tell you, brings rationing 
and black markets.

But there are two additional reasons health insurance is expensive. 
One is that the 60 percent of Americans who get their insurance 
tax-free through their employer are insulated from the true cost of 
health care and hence, use more of it and second, because man-
dated coverage requirements severely limit the market’s ability to 
develop and offer inexpensive plans that meet buyers’ needs.22  

When more coverage equals less coverage

Politicians love to show their sympathy and concern by increas-
ing benefits.

State governments continue to pass what are called benefit 
mandates, laws requiring health plans to pay for, or at least offer, 
specified treatments or types of providers. For example, a mandate 
may require a health plan to cover treatment for alcoholism, or 
chiropractic services.

In 1979 there were only 252 mandate laws in force—an average of 
five per state.23 By 2007, according to the Council for Affordable 
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Health Insurance, there were 1,901 such mandates, which works 
out to an average of 38 mandates per state.24  

Benefit mandates introduced since 2000 include hearing aids, hor-
mone replacement therapy, and reimbursement for clinical trial 
participation.25 Many mandates—like massage therapy, breast 
reduction, and hair prosthesis—are hardly critical components of 
a good health insurance policy. They exist because special-inter-
est groups—say, chiropractors—have lobbied state lawmakers to 
require all insurance policies to cover their particular service. 

The result is that costs are driven up for everybody. Here is a brief 
list of just some of the excessive state mandates out there today: 

A Sampling of Excessive State Mandates

Acupuncture
Alcoholism treatment
Athletic trainer
Breast reduction
Chiropractor visits
Contraceptives
Dieticians
Drug abuse treatment
Hair prosthesis
Home health care
Hormone replacement therapy

In-vitro fertilization
Marriage therapy
Massage therapy
Morbid obesity treatment
Nature treatments
Pastoral counseling
Port-wine stain elimination
Professional counseling
Smoking cessation
Speech therapy
Varicose vein removal

Needless to say, forcing every insurance company to cover such 
a broad range of conditions and treatments, whether a customer 
wants them covered or not, drives up insurers’ costs. 
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That in turn drives up the price of premiums, which has several 
follow-on effects. Healthy twenty-somethings can’t get catastro-
phe-only policies with low premiums. As premium levels increase, 
more citizens forego all coverage. And costs to companies that 
provide worker health insurance go up too, putting an insidious 
downward pressure on wages and employment.26 

Other state-level regulations also drive up the cost of insurance. 
Two of the most common rules are “guaranteed issue,” which 
requires insurers to cover anyone and everyone who asks to sign 
up, and “community rating,” which requires companies to set pre-
miums without discriminating on the basis of customers’ medi-
cal conditions. In effect, there are no limitations for pre-existing 
conditions. These two rules make it illegal for an insurance pro-
vider to turn away a client who is certain to cause the company 
a financial loss. 

Moreover, if you can’t be turned down if you climb on the band-
wagon only when you are sick, why should you bother wasting 
money on insurance until you are sick? 

Imagine if there was a “guaranteed issue” law for fire insurance. 
Talk about negative selection! No one would buy coverage—
unless their homes were actually on fire. 

So mandates turn insurance coverage into a great push-me-pull-you 
beast. States try to force individuals to buy insurance while at the 
same time providing powerful incentives not to buy insurance at all. 

Political gold or political poison?

Legislators keep bandying around the idea of universal health 
insurance as though it were political gold. But once people 
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become aware of the tax increases required to fund it, universal 
coverage turns out to be not so popular after all. Health insurance 
mandate laws have failed again and again in state legislatures and 
with the population.

In 1989, Oregon took the bold step of reforming its health care sys-
tem with an approach that introduced rationing. Some procedures 
were made widely available. Others were excluded. Oregonians 
started out loving the new system. But when people were forced to 
pay a bit for their coverage, enrollment plunged. Today Oregon’s 
reform effort is rarely mentioned by mandate advocates.27 

In Illinois, Democratic governor Rod Blagojevich decided to  
embrace comprehensive health care reform. But the legislature 
balked at his plan’s hefty price tag, voting it down 107 to 0 in 2007. 

In Wisconsin, a plan to double the state’s taxes to install single-
payer health care passed the state Senate but met its demise in the 
lower legislative chamber. 

Even in wealthy Connecticut, politicians also cringed at the price 
tag of a universal plan.28 

Republican California governor Arnold Schwarzenegger is yet 
another leader who says he wants to introduce universal health 
care. The California Health Care Foundation took a sober look 
at the Massachusetts example and calculated how much it would 
cost to replicate in the Golden State where the number of unin-
sured, at around 6.8 million,29 is more than the total population 
of Massachusetts.

The foundation came up with an estimate of nearly $10 billion.30  
So Governor Schwarzenegger backed an implementation plan 
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that proposed “shared responsibility” among employers, providers, 
insurers, individuals, and government. State legislators thought 
that was too much sharing, though, and rejected the comprehen-
sive plan. It was not backed by a single Republican legislator. 

Instead, they approved only the part of Schwarzenegger’s plan 
that taxed businesses and imposed mandates on insurance com-
panies. Schwarzenegger vetoed the resulting bill, and proposed a 
new $14-billion bipartisan bill with the Democratic Assembly to 
bring the Massachusetts plan to California. 

Schwarzenegger’s plan would have been funded, in part, by a 
tobacco tax increase. But even if it had passed the legislature, 
it would still have had to be approved by California voters in 
November 2008. As of this writing, in October, 2008, Governor 
Schwarzenegger has not been able to get his universal coverage 
plan to the residents of California. 

A dangerous myth

One fundamental problem with most mandate proposals is that 
they don’t get discussed honestly. When Hillary Clinton was 
running in the Democratic presidential primary, she frequently 
touted mandates. Left out of the stump speeches was the cold 
hard truth of what mandates would actually require. 

For those who refused to purchase insurance, the government would 
garnish wages or withhold tax refunds. For those who couldn’t 
afford to pay, taxpayers would end up footing the bill. That’s the 
real way the newly insured avoid the true cost of the service. 

When the beneficiaries of a service are insulated from the cost, 
and that service is easily available, it’s inevitable that expendi-
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tures will spiral out of control.31 To try to keep expenses in check, 
some form of rationing is required. That usually means limits on 
access to the priciest medicines and newest technology. Ration-
ing is a standard feature of single-payer systems such as Canada’s, 
as we’ll discuss in Myth Ten. 

If our learned leaders are going to keep proposing and re-proposing 
mandated universal health care, the least they can do is be honest 
about the sacrifices required: Higher taxes, forced premium pay-
ments, one-size-fits-all policies, long waiting lists, rationed care, 
and limited access to cutting-edge medicine. Likely as not, the 
voters will say “No thanks!”





Myth Seven: Government Prevention Programs 
Reduce Health Care Costs

An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. But today we’re 
nowhere close to that ounce.1 

—Barack Obama

The best treatment is early treatment. The best care is preventa-
tive care.2 

—John McCain

On both sides of the aisle, politicians love to talk about preventa-
tive care. Unhealthy behaviors, so the argument goes, raise the cost 
of health care for everyone. If the government could only do more to 
discourage or prevent such behaviors, then we’d all pay less. 

It’s not hard to see why this view is so prevalent. Statistics seem 
to bear it out.

Recent studies have shown that as much as 75 percent of what we 
spend on health care goes to treating conditions brought about 
by activities such as eating fatty foods and smoking.3 Nearly  

a

a
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10 percent of the nation’s health care dollars are spent annually 
on diseases attributable to obesity,4 and an estimated $167 billion 
go to treat smoking-related illnesses.5 

Wouldn’t we taxpayers save all kinds of money by having the 
government push programs that dissuade people from smoking 
too much, drinking too much, and spending hour after hour on 
their computers or on the couch in front of their TVs? 

On the surface, it seems logical to help people stay healthy. But 
the record shows otherwise. Just like the other myths we’ve exam-
ined so far, state-run programs to “create good health” have had 
an abysmal payoff. To date, they’ve not only been hugely unsuc-
cessful, they’ve often worsened the very problems they set out to 
solve. And, in the process, they’ve driven up overall health care 
costs. They make us less healthy while wasting dollars that could 
have been better spent.

No child left with a big behind6 

All around the country, draconian health bans are popping up 
like PEZ candy. Legislators are tripping over each other to lead 
the fight against public smoking, soft drink machines in public 
schools, and trans fats. In July 2008, for instance, the Califor-
nia legislature passed—and Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger 
signed–—a measure banning trans fats in restaurants and other 
public food facilities. 

These new rules don’t make it illegal to endanger our own 
health—after all, this is still a free country—but they deftly 
sidestep the Constitution by making it ever more expensive and 
inconvenient to indulge in what the health police find offensive. 
Such bans can go to ridiculous lengths. 
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A good example is what might be called a “full disclosure” food 
bill put forward by Senator Tom Harkin of Iowa in March 2008. 
The measure would force restaurant chains with more than 20 
locations to provide detailed nutritional information on every 
dish they sell.7 

So, although you’d still be free to down those delicious cheese 
fries from an Outback Steakhouse, Senator Harkin’s bill would 
make sure under penalty of law that you were duly warned about 
how much sin—2,900 calories in this case—you were committing 
in living your irresponsible life.8   

The air we breathe

The anti-obesity crusade has been gathering steam for years. It’s really 
a child of the decades-old movement to banish cigarette smoke from 
just about everywhere. To date, some 3,000 municipalities and most 
states have enacted restrictions on smoking. Such bans now apply to 
two-thirds of Americans at some point in their day. The smoking-
ban movement has effectively swept the nation.9 

And smoking bans are rapidly going international. From Can-
terbury to Kenya, Uruguay to Slovenia, smoking regulations are 
now part of the air we breathe. These restrictions are rooted in 
an international consensus that smoking is one of the greatest 
enemies of good health.10 

New York mayor Michael Bloomberg and Microsoft founder Bill 
Gates have pledged $500 million to reduce global smoking rates 
through education, pushing for more taxes on tobacco products, 
and even “using religion to help create a social stigma around smok-
ing.” As the great reformer Bloomberg warns, “If we do nothing, 
tobacco will kill one billion people by the end of the century.”11 
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Prohibition revisited

The logic behind these kinds of programs follows the great cru-
sades against alcohol in the early twentieth century. It’s up to the 
government to take steps to change people’s personal habits—by 
force if necessary—to make them better citizens and to save soci-
ety the costs of their addictions. If people would just see the light 
and act in their own best interests, there would be a reduction in 
“the wages of sin” and the cost thereof. 

In our time when reformers shrink from citing Old Testament hell 
and damnation, we find the arguments are often made in terms 
of controlling costs or finding elaborate ways of proving that our 
behavior is really detrimental to other, innocent people.

By way of fire and brimstone, Senator Hillary Clinton calls the 
lack of government disease-prevention programs one of the “driv-
ers of health-care costs.”12 From his political pulpit Governor 
Mike Huckabee thundered that focusing on prevention would 
save “billions of dollars.”13  

Unfortunately, such overheated rhetoric is not borne out by the 
facts. People indeed may sicken and die from what they do or do not 
do. But, as a matter of fact, government-financed attempts to make 
us healthier rarely do anything to reduce national health care costs. 

Even when these programs do—by carrot or stick—get us to eat more 
healthily or quit smoking, they may actually increase long-term costs. 

Fat chance

Advocates of government-funded preventative health programs 
are legion—and loud. Unfortunately, the evidence in support of 
their much ballyhooed initiatives remains mixed at best. 
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In 1994, the federal Nutrition Labeling and Education Act man-
dated that nutritional and caloric readouts be placed on all pack-
aged foods. The idea was that if Americans knew the facts about 
what they were ingesting, they’d choose to eat healthier. 

Yet, since the program was launched and calorie counts began to 
stare out at us from every bag of Fritos, Americans have become fatter. 
Between 1995 and 2007, the percent of obese Americans increased 
by two-thirds.14 Are the reformers on the verge of beginning to ban 
whole classes of “unhealthy” foods like hotdogs or ice cream?

Smoke signals

What about smoking? Surely informing citizens about the harmful 
effects of tobacco-smoking will convince more people to quit?

Not quite. According to Dr. Daniel Horn, one of the research-
ers who helped coffin-nail the link between smoking and cancer, 
“You could stand on the rooftop and shout ‘smoking is dangerous’ 
at the top of your lungs and you would not be telling anyone any-
thing they did not already know.”15 

In fact, not only do smokers know that cigarettes are bad for 
them, most overestimate the health risks. One study found that 
the average smoker estimates his risk of developing lung cancer 
to be about 43 percent. In fact, that number is somewhere in the 
neighborhood of 5 to 10 percent.16  

So people know smoking is bad for them. And yet they do it any-
way because they choose to, not because they are ignorant. 

Slapping smokers with taxes isn’t the answer either. As a study by 
Vanderbilt University’s W. Kip Viscusi shows, taxes on cigarettes 
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actually create a larger social problem than they solve, since such 
taxes “impose extremely regressive burdens on the poorest mem-
bers of society who can least afford to bear the cost.”17  

Despite this, all 50 states plus the District of Columbia impose a 
levy on cigarettes, ranging from $0.07 per pack in South Carolina 
to $2.57 in New Jersey.18 And several states now use cigarette 
taxes to fund health care programs. In Massachusetts, Governor 
Deval Patrick signed a measure in July 2008 increasing the state 
cigarette tax by $1.00 per pack (bringing the levy to $2.51), to 
help offset the higher-than-expected costs of the former Massa-
chusetts governor Mitt Romney’s health insurance law. This, of 
course, makes the state dependent on smokers. As Massachusetts 
State Senate Minority Leader Richard Tisei said after the mea-
sure was signed, “If you smoke already, please continue to smoke 
and if you don’t smoke, maybe you should start smoking.” 

As for smoking bans, it’s not clear that they do much good, 
either. Again it’s a case of unintended consequences. Thomas 
Lambert of the University of Missouri argues that stringent smok-
ing bans “may actually increase the incidence of smoking among 
young people” through what he calls “norm backlash,” the com-
mon tendency of young people to rebel against the authoritarian 
forces—read “anti-smoking Puritans”—of their society.19  

That’s right: smoking bans may actually encourage young people 
to smoke. 

But this is hardly news. The impotence of anti-smoking cam-
paigns has been established for at least a quarter century. In 1976, 
the American Cancer Society found that counseling and educa-
tion programs aimed at reducing the incidence of smoking “had 
little reported effect on smoking behavior” of adults. As for the 
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young, the organization found that “most attempts . . . have had 
little success.”20 

But, unlike platform shoes, sideburns, and leisure suits, campaigns 
against smoking are a ‘70s fad that, unfortunately, never went out 
of style.

Shoddy research

Evidence also shows that many government-funded disease-pre-
vention programs are failures. Why is that so?

One reason seems to be that such programs are often based 
on sloppy, and sometimes dishonest, interpretations of medi-
cal research. It seems that when people are convinced they’re 
“doing good for society,” they have a strange tendency to be 
loose with facts.

Take, for instance, Deborah Ortiz, a former California state 
senator who has been one of the leading advocates for govern-
ment-run preventative health care legislation. While in office, 
Ortiz pitched an ambitious ban against sugared soda in California 
schools. Her bill was based—in part at least—on the aggressive 
hypothesis that girls who consumed soda were more likely to suf-
fer bone fractures.21  

The problem? The clinical study on which her legislation was 
legitimized never benchmarked the bone density of its sub-
jects—and never bothered measuring how much soda the sub-
jects consumed.22 But science put to work for hyperbole is not 
humble. Ortiz’s bill also boldly claimed that “each additional 
daily serving of sugar-sweetened soda increases a child’s risk for 
obesity by 60 percent.”
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A peculiar claim, considering that the author of the study noted 
that “there is no clear evidence that consumption of sugar per se 
… causes obesity.”23 

Unfortunately, alarmist assertions by sky-is-falling science-advo-
cates are all too common. John Foreyt, a medical expert from 
Baylor College, has predicted that, if current trends continue, 
every American will be overweight by 2040.24 

Even the Terminator is obese

These kinds of patently absurd claims often are creatures of vague 
or changing definitions. For instance, government standards for 
what constitutes “overweight” and “obese” are less than scientific. 

The standard metric for obesity is called the body-mass index, or 
BMI. The BMI works by calculating the ratio of an individual’s 
height to weight. Although this sounds straightforward, it often 
yields inaccurate, implausible, or simply ludicrous results.

According to the government’s BMI standards, many professional 
athletes and Hollywood heartthrobs qualify as overweight. Tom 
Brady, Brad Pitt, and Matt Damon are all overweight according 
to the United States government.25 

It’s no wonder the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
can attribute 400,000 deaths per year to obesity, when, in fact, 
the figure is closer to 26,000 deaths per year:26 It’s a matter of who 
is doing the measuring and what measures they’re using.27

However, there’s no question that the crisis atmosphere created 
and perpetuated by bogus research is an effective—and useful—
political motivator. That’s how vast and overreaching preventa-
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tive plans like California’s ban on trans fats get signed into law.  
Still, according to the government’s standards, the man who 
signed the law, former bodybuilder Governor Arnold Schwar-
zenegger, is classified as obese.28  

Not a financial panacea

It is important to acknowledge that some government-funded 
prevention programs do in fact promote healthier living. 

Such successes, however, rarely if ever translate into decreased 
health care spending. Quite the contrary, there is mounting evi-
dence that the most successful prevention programs actually make 
health care more expensive.

One obvious reason is that healthier people live longer. Individ-
uals who live into old age require some of the most expensive 
health care provided to our citizens: late-life care. 

As people age, they become more susceptible to illnesses like 
osteoarthritis, prostate cancer, osteoporosis, and various cogni-
tive illnesses like Alzheimer’s disease. These kinds of illnesses 
make the final years of a person’s life incredibly expensive. 

A study in the British Medical Journal found that in countries with 
low mortality rates, such as the United States, “elimination of fatal 
diseases by successful prevention increases health care spending 
because of the medical expenses during added life years.”29 

We can’t play God here, but the cold facts remain that medical spend-
ing on a nonsmoker who dies at the average age of 84 is, on average, 
$100,000 more than spending on a smoker who dies—presumably 
aided and abetted by his bad habit—at a relatively youthful 77.30 
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Another study published recently in the New England Journal 
of Medicine called the idea that prevention saves health care 
resources “misleading.” While the study conceded that some 19 
percent of preventative health measures do save money, it found 
that “the vast majority reviewed…do not.”31  

These conclusions are indeed cold, but given the wild rhetoric 
about preventative health care “saving money in the long run,” 
they are not out of line. Time and again research has shown that 
preventative health care measures in fact raise the overall cost of 
health care. One study funded by the Dutch Ministry of Health set 
out to discover whether or not obesity prevention is an effective 
means of lowering health care costs. The conclusion was blunt 
and chilling: “Obesity prevention,” concluded the researchers, “is 
not a cure for increasing health expenditures.”32  

The same brutal logic, alas, applies to smoking. In 2001, Philip Mor-
ris conducted a study in the Czech Republic to determine whether 
smokers impose financial burdens on nonsmokers. The answer, not 
surprisingly, was that they do not. Since smokers don’t live as long 
as non-smokers, they don’t burden society with expensive end-of-
life care. Thus, smokers save the government money.33  

Good health is not the yellow brick road to cost savings precisely 
because of the disproportionate weight of care provided at the 
far end of life. A recent study in the peer-reviewed journal PLoS 
Medicine showed that, when comparing healthy people, smokers, 
and the obese, it’s the healthy people who end up costing taxpay-
ers the most.34  

Keep such research in mind the next time you hear a politician 
promising to lower health care costs through government-run 
preventative medicine programs. Needless to say, quality of life 
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is important, and a value may perhaps be assigned to good living. 
But if we’re genuinely looking to reduce the hard-money costs of 
health care, prevention is by no means the simple answer. 

Soft-serve despotism 

In the end, Americans need to decide for themselves: Should we 
let government take control of our health? If so, to what extent?

The modern preventative health movement started with a few local 
smoking regulations decades ago. But we are now at the point where 
regulations govern the number of holes “allowed” in saltshakers.35 
Clearly, things have gone too far. In a sense, we’ve come full circle. 
Today’s soft-serve despots are yesterday’s prohibitionists. 

Abraham Lincoln put it best when he spoke out against banning 
alcohol. “Prohibition will work great injury to the cause of tem-
perance. It is a species of intemperance within itself, for it goes 
beyond the bounds of reason in that it attempts to control a man’s 
appetite by legislation, and makes a crime out of things that are 
not crimes. A Prohibition law strikes a blow at the very principles 
upon which our government was founded.”36 

That was more than 150 years ago, but it’s just as relevant today. 
Lincoln might as well have been talking about banning cheese-
burgers or smoking. Government prevention programs don’t 
reduce health care costs. And worse, they are an infringement 
upon our most basic freedoms.





Myth Eight: We Need More Government to 
Insure Poor Americans

According to the latest tally from the U.S. Census Bureau, roughly 
37 million people in the United States live below the federal pov-
erty level. That’s more than 12 percent of the entire U.S. popula-
tion.1 Among African-Americans, Latinos, and single mothers, 
the percentages are even higher.2 

Making matters worse, poverty rates have not changed much in 40 
years, hovering at around 12 percent of the total U.S. population.3  

Clearly, all these people living in poverty cannot afford to buy 
health insurance on their own. They need help. And the only 
way to provide that help on such a massive scale is to expand gov-
ernment health care programs—even if it means squeezing out 
private sector alternatives.

Or so the argument goes. 

Such a line of reasoning may seem logical, but actually it’s a 
huge myth.
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In reality, truly poor Americans are already insured by the gov-
ernment. And those who aren’t insured simply haven’t enrolled 
in existing government programs. 

The last thing these people need is more and larger government 
health care programs—which, after four decades of trying, have 
proven to be incapable of providing a level of care that’s compa-
rable to what’s available through the private sector.

America’s poor do not go without medical care

Not only can our country’s poor not be refused treament, many 
are already covered by health insurance that’s paid for 100 per-
cent by the government. 

Any poor person can walk into any hospital in America and be 
treated for an accident, injury, or disease. According to the fed-
eral Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act, passed 
in 1986, hospitals are not allowed to deny treatment to patients 
with no health insurance. The costs of such care—given free to 
poor patients who have neither insurance nor resources to pay—
are routinely absorbed into a hospital’s operating costs.

Moreover, many of the country’s 37 million poor are already eli-
gible for medical treament paid for completely by the govern-
ment. Those who aren’t covered simply haven’t enrolled in exist-
ing government programs. The poor, as we saw in Myth Three, 
it should be noted, are not necessarily the same as those who 
choose to go without health insurance.

The vast majority of the very poor and disabled are already eligible 
for state-administered Medicaid programs subsidized—between one-
half and two-thirds, depending on the state—by the federal govern-
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ment. Meanwhile, uninsured children from low-income families 
that earn too much to qualify for Medicaid are eligible for coverage 
under the State Children’s Health Insurance Plan or SCHIP. 

So the poor in America today are already covered—or eligible 
to be covered—under Medicaid. Originally set up as a safety net 
in 1965, Medicaid has grown into an enormous welfare program, 
serving 53 million Americans.4 In other words, Medicaid already 
covers some 15 million more people than the 37 million esti-
mated to be living in poverty, and almost 10 million more than 
Medicare.5 In 2006, individual states and the federal government 
paid out an estimated $338 billion on such coverage.6 

It would seem logical, then, to take a long hard look at how the 
poor are doing under existing Medicaid programs. 

Substandard care

It has been almost half a century since Medicaid was created. Yet 
the care that’s delivered through this government program clearly 
falls short of the standards most Americans are used to receiving 
through private insurance plans. 

At the simplest level, let’s compare outcomes.

If you’re poor and covered by Medicaid and you have a heart 
attack, what does the evidence show? Your chances of recovery 
are lower than if you were covered either by private insurance or 
by Medicare.

Of course, the poor patients covered by Medicaid tend to be sicker. 
They have usually received less preventative care over the course 
of their lives. That may, of course, be at their own choosing.
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But the simple fact is, heart-attack patients for whom Medicaid is 
the primary carrier are significantly less likely to receive immedi-
ate care. And they are more likely to die.7 

Shunned by doctors

Medicaid patients also have a much harder time finding primary 
care doctors.

Doctors are just opting out of programs like Medicaid since reim-
busement rates don’t cover costs and there are so many more hassles 
getting paid.8 Medicaid programs are administered separately state-
by-state, and they’re only partially funded by the federal government. 
Because states have limited budgets, they often try to control costs by 
putting restrictions on their reimbursement levels to doctors. 

In some states, the reimbursement levels are absurdly low. In 
New York, for example, a doctor earns just $20 for an hour-long 
consultation with an established Medicaid patient.

As a result, doctors are extremely reluctant to accept Medicaid 
patients. In a 2003 study by the Medicare Payment Advisory 
Commission, only 69.5 percent of the primary care physicians 
and specialists surveyed said they would accept new Medicaid 
patients.9 That’s a rate six times higher than for Medicare patients 
and five times higher than for patients with private insurance.10 

Driving up costs

Medicaid’s low reimbursement rates may save the government a few 
bucks in the short-term. But over the long run, they actually drive 
up the overall cost of care—raising prices for everyone and ulti-
mately making medical services even less accessible to the poor. 
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Walk into any urban hospital emergency department (ED), and 
you’ll see Medicaid patients using ED services for non-emergency 
problems. They may be forced to wait for hours, but EDs can-
not legally refuse to provide care—even though care provided in 
an emergency room is far more expensive than care in a doctor’s 
office or community or retail clinic.

In trying to save money, the government has created a vicious 
circle. Because it’s often too difficult for Medicaid patients to find 
a doctor, they end up going to expensive emergency rooms, where 
they can’t be turned away.

“Note to Medicaid Patients: The Doctor Won’t See You”

“Jada Garrett, a 16-year-old sophomore, developed what seemed at first 
a mild case of strep throat. Within a couple of weeks her joints ballooned. 
Many afternoons, her swollen ankles hurt too much to walk. To get to the 
bottom of her symptoms, Jada needed to see a rheumatologist. But the 
local one listed in her Medicaid plan’s network wouldn’t see her in his 
office. The wait to get into a clinic was more than three months. By the 
time she found a rheumatologist in a nearby county to take her in mid-
April, Jada’s debilitating pain caused her to miss several weeks of school. 
‘You feel so helpless thinking, something’s wrong with this child and I 
can’t even get her into a doctor,’ says Jada’s mother, Nicole Garrett, who 
enrolled her three teenage daughters in Medicaid after they lost private 
coverage. ‘When we had real insurance, we could call and come in at the 
drop of a hat.’…. when Medicaid patients seek care, they often find them-
selves locked out of the medical system…. That’s because many Medicaid 
programs, straining under surging costs, are balancing their budgets by 
freezing or reducing payments to doctors. That in turn is driving many 
doctors, particularly specialists, out of the program.” 

–Vanessa Fuhrmans, Wall Street Journal.11  
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When Medicaid patients do find non-ED care, it’s often through 
“Medicaid mills,” where patients are treated in volume on a fee-
for-service basis that maximizes throughput. Such facilities tend 
to provide marginal care. Waiting rooms are crowded, waits are 
long, the staff is impersonal, and the time actually spent with a 
physician may be just minutes. 

Not surprisingly, Americans overwhelmingly prefer private health 
care over government coverage. A Commonwealth survey found 
that 65 percent of citizens, whether or not they were currently 
insured, would rather have private coverage. Only 10 percent 
would want Medicaid or Medicare.12 

The poor may have coverage, but the quality of care that’s actu-
ally provided is far from ideal.

An interesting program was estab-
lished in 2007 at the University of 
Chicago Medical Center that directs 
patients who don’t have private 
medical insurance—primarily the 
poor and African-Americans—to 
other facilities. Michelle Obama, 
who was on unpaid leave during the 
presidential campaign, was involved 
in the creation of the program.

The program is called the Urban 
Health Initiative. Its goal is to locate 
neighborhood doctors for low-
income individuals who are caus-
ing overcrowding at the University 
of Chicago Medical Center’s emer-

gency room for basic treatment. Hos-
pital officials said that these patients 
make it difficult for them to focus 
on the critically ill who are in need 
of specialized care such as cancer 
treatment and organ transplants. 

The idea is that the initative together 
with a companion program called 
the South Side Collaborative will 
dramatically improve care for thou-
sands of South Side residents. 
Rather than waiting hours at the 
U of C’s emergency room, the 
patients will be seen faster and at 
less expense at neighborhood clin-
ics and other hospitals.13
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Bankrupting the country

Not only is the quality of health care received under Medicaid 
subpar, but the program itself is outrageously expensive.

In fact, the costs of Medicaid are already out of control and on 
the verge of bankrupting state governments around the country. 
And the program is also placing an enormous strain on the federal 
government, which on average picks up 57 percent of Medicaid’s 
tab, although that figure varies by state.14 

Outlays for Medicaid amount to 22 percent of state spending and 
have surpassed even education as the number one drain on state 
budgets.15 And that’s just the national average.

In Medicaid-heavy states like Florida, the program is projected to 
consume nearly 60 percent of the state’s budget by 2015. 

In South Carolina, roughly 20 percent of the state’s popula-
tion is already on Medicaid, including 30 percent of seniors and  
40 percent of children. One out of every two births is paid for by 
Medicaid, which is expected to gobble up 24 percent of the state’s 
budget by 2010.16  

All across the nation, the very old, even those who are middle 
class are also turning to Medicaid for nursing homes as they out-
live other coverages.17  

These costs are not financially sustainable. Yet perversely, because 
up to three federal dollars come to a state for every dollar it pays 
out in Medicaid, most states are actively seeking to expand Med-
icaid-type spending as a source of funds.18  
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Rampant fraud

Since states receive open-ended matching funds from the federal 
government on their Medicaid outlays, they have incentives to 
game the federal government. Many misuse Medicaid monies by 
dropping it into their pool of general revenue.19  

 A single bureaucrat in Buffalo enrolled 4,434 students in 
Medicaid-sponsored speech therapy in one day, giving 
state taxpayers a massive bill. This practice is common in 
school districts and, according to a federal audit, cost tax-
payers $1.2 billion from 1993 to 2001.20 

 Dr. Mikhail Makhlin routinely prescribed $6,400 a month 
of AIDS drugs to perfectly healthy people who, in turn, 
sold the drugs on the black market. This scheme cost tax-
payers $11.5 million from 2000 to 2003.21 

 Private insurance doesn’t pay for cab rides to the doctor’s 
office, but Medicaid does. The catch: patients are supposed to 
be unable to walk. This is clearly violated hundreds of times 
daily as people walk to taxpayer-funded ambulettes charging 
as much as $31 one way for transportation to the doctor’s 
office. A Brooklyn massage therapist makes use of 90 trips a 
day for patients. A single patient used 153 trips in one year. 
“It’s old people,” one expert told the New York Times, “They 
want to come every day because they are bored at home.”22 

With its myriad rules and lax enforcement, most experts also 
agree that Medicaid is riddled by fraud and misspending. Unfor-
tunately, no one even knows how much money is lost every year 
by misuse of Medicaid funds, but fraud is frequently estimated to 
consume at least 10 percent of outlays.23 

a

a

a
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And the problem is only getting worse. So long as states keep cram-
ming more people under the government health care umbrella, 
costs will continue to rocket skyward.

Arbitrary and unresponsive

Today’s Medicaid has grown helter-skelter to fit wildly diverse 
groups—infants, children, parents, pregnant women, the dis-
abled, seniors, and even many middle-class Americans who need 
long-term care. 

As a result, it’s a patchwork filled with perverse incentives, gap-
ing holes in coverage for enrollees, and structural inefficiencies. 

Coverage varies state by state, often without rhyme or reason. 
Under original Medicaid rules, for instance, drug coverage by 
individual states was an optional benefit.24 Yet who could say that 
drug coverage is optional today for some patients? In fact, denial 
of such coverage may massively increase ultimate costs. 

Often, the arbitrary rules about what’s covered and what isn’t can 
be a matter of life and death. 

Consider the plight of Memphis native Phyllis Denise Cole-
man, who was profiled in the Memphis Commercial Appeal in July 
2008.25 Divorced and 49 years of age, she suffers from sarcoidosis, 
an inflammatory disease that attacks the lungs. To survive, she 
uses an oxygen machine 24 hours a day, which has been paid for by 
TennCare, the Medicaid managed care program of Tennessee. 

Abruptly in April 2008, Denise received a summary notice from 
TennCare to the effect that her coverage was being terminated 
because of administrative changes. 
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“Coleman’s terminal illness and her dependence on oxygen don’t 
make a difference, said TennCare spokeswoman Marilyn Wil-
son,” according to the Commercial Appeal.

Clearly, Medicaid is hardly a paragon of good customer service.

Paperwork costs

It’s often argued that Medicaid administrative costs are lower 
than those of the private sector. No discussion of Medicaid would 
be complete without debunking this mini-myth. 

According to the American Academy of Family Physicians 
(AAFP), for example, “Medicaid Administrative Costs (MACs) 
are among the lowest of any health care payer in the country.”26 
The AAFP puts Medicaid’s administrative costs at 4 to 6 percent, 
compared to around 15 to 20 percent for a well-run private insur-
ance company. Similar claims from journalists and politicians are 
ubiquitous.

But these statements are deeply misleading. For starters, they 
completely ignore the fact that Medicaid dumps many of its 
administrative costs on the private sector. The IRS does the same 
thing—forcing the taxpayers to do all the expensive paperwork.

Doctors and other health care providers spend countless hours—
and therefore dollars— filling out government forms and comply-
ing with thousands of pages of regulations. Those costs may not 
show up in Medicaid’s books, but providers feel them acutely, and 
they drive prices up. 

Unfortunately, the administrative costs that doctors and hospitals 
incur to get paid are simply not put into the calculation. Nor do 
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Medicaid estimates take into consideration the huge costs imposed 
upon patients in the form of lower-quality, rationed health care.

Several years ago, the Council for Affordable Health Insurance 
published a study, which found that when all of the hidden costs 
and certain related unfunded liabilities were included, Medicare 
and Medicaid administrative costs were significantly higher (26.9 
percent) than the private sector (16.2 percent).27 

Underming the future

One of the biggest problems with Medicaid is that—like all gov-
ernment safety nets—it encourages risky behavior. That risky 
behavior, in turn, results in more people falling into the safety 
net. And the program becomes an ever increasing burden. 

That’s exactly what’s happening today.

Think about it this way. If you know the government will come 
to the rescue even if you can’t afford health care, then why save 
for the future? In fact, why would anyone set aside resources for 
retirement when he can get “free” coverage? This “moral hazard” 
has resulted in a vortex that’s steadily sucking more and more 
people into Medicaid. 

Medicaid for millionaires

One of the fastest growing and most expensive parts of Medicaid 
is long-term nursing home and end-of-life care for the elderly. 
Nearly 80 percent of residents in nursing facilities now rely on 
Medicaid or Medicare subsidies.28 

With crafty estate planning and schemes to protect assets, 
increasing numbers of the middle-class elderly are intentionally 
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becoming “poor” to qualify for long-term care at taxpayer expense. 
Instead of planning to cover their own long-term care with private 
insurance, they are switching to free Medicaid, undercutting the 
demand for private long-term care insurance.29  

In fact, there are lawyers who actually specialize in helping 
wealthy clients hide their assets in order to qualify for Medicaid. 
Through this “Medicaid for millionaires” scheme, even the very 
wealthy are foisting their nursing home bills onto taxpayers.30 

Medicaid is well on its way to becoming a welfare program for mid-
dle-income families. And, of course, this leaves fewer resources for 
the truly poor, whom the program was originally intended to serve.

No model of excellence

The claim that we need more government to provide health care 
to the poor is a false one. The fact is, the government already 
does provide coverage to the poor. It has been doing so for more 
than 40 years. And the results are hardly encouraging.

Our nation’s experience with Medicaid is not a happy one. The 
quality of care that patients receive under the program is exceed-
ingly poor. The vast majority of Americans would prefer private 
coverage. And ballooning Medicaid costs are now threatening to 
bankrupt states across the nation. 

Meanwhile, the problem is getting worse. Medicaid has grown 
beyond just the poor. Middle-class Americans are incorporating this 
program into their retirement planning—and certain politicians are 
now pushing to expand it to the middle-class Americans. 

None of this is to say that Medicaid doesn’t provide an important 
safety net. It does, especially for the truly poor and disabled. But 
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the system is hardly a model of excellence, and the last thing this 
country needs is to expand it. 





Myth Nine: Health Information Technology Is 
a Silver Bullet for Reducing Costs

By computerizing health records, we can avoid dangerous medical 
mistakes, reduce costs, and improve care.1 

—President George W. Bush

When it comes to reforming health care, we can all agree on two 
things: First, more Americans need better access to medical care. 
Second, one of the easiest ways to improve access is to make that 
care more affordable.

If only we could agree on how to achieve those goals.

There seem to be as many political solutions to the rising 
costs of health care as there are “miraculous” weight loss prod-
ucts. So when both sides of the aisle in Congress agree on a  
way to drive down health care costs, it would seem to be a reason  
to celebrate. 

You might want to read on before you break out the Dom Pérignon.

a
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Health Information Technology (HIT) is frequently touted by 
members of both partes as a silver bullet for reducing rising medical 
costs. A typical remark comes from, one of the country’s most prom-
inent HIT proponents. In a September 2006 interview, for instance, 
former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich claimed that “[h]ealth 
IT has been proven to have enormous potential to transform our 
health system into one marked by efficiency, quality, and safety.”2 

Is this initiative, little known to the average citizen, about to 
bring our skyrocketing bills back down to earth? 

Not quite. Unfortunately, you can’t legislate technological innovation.

What’s all the fuss about?

So what exactly is this so-called silver bullet?

On the simplest level, HIT is a concept—the idea that by using 
technology, we can drive down health costs. 

This notion certainly holds true for other industries. Think of per-
sonal computers. Prices have plummeted over the past 30 years, 
even as processing speeds have increased at geometric rates. 

Or look at the telephone industry. In 1984, a long-distance phone 
call cost 28 cents per minute—and mobile phones were the stuff 
of James Bond movies. Today, I can make a long-distance call for 
a few pennies on my cell phone—which, incidentally, has more 
processing power than the 8-bit desktop computer back in 1984.3 

There’s no denying that the health care business is lagging in 
its adoption of the information technologies that have made so 
many other industries dramatically more efficient. 
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Next time you walk into a doctor’s office or a hospital, see if the 
filing system is computerized. There’s a good chance you’ll see a 
wall lined with thousands of manila folders. That’s common prac-
tice in the medical world. In fact, 90 percent of U.S. doctors and 
more than two-thirds of hospitals still keep their patient records 
on good-old-fashioned paper.4  

Imagine how much money could be saved —and efficiencies cre-
ated—by accelerating the introduction of technology into the 
medical world. Translating those benefits over to the health care 
industry seems like a no-brainer. 

Not surprisingly, politicians think to themselves: Why bicker end-
lessly over modest funding increases and difficult cuts in entitle-
ment programs when we can let computers solve the problem?

And that’s exactly what they’ve decided to do.

An ambitious plan

In 2004, President George W. Bush outlined an ambitious plan 
“to ensure that most Americans have electronic health records 
within the next 10 years.”5 

He envisioned a brave new world in which patients could 
visit any physician’s office and all their personal information,  
allergies, medications, and medical history would be instantly 
available.

Parents wouldn’t have to carry around boxes of their children’s 
medical records and old X-rays. They could simply authorize a 
new doctor to retrieve that information electronically from a pre-
vious physician.
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Everything would be digital. If you showed up at an emergency 
room, doctors could pull up your information on a computer and 
immediately access your medical history to learn what pills you 
take, so as to avoid any dangerous drug interactions.

With all this information processed and shared electronically, 
the government could even monitor for disease outbreaks or bio-
terror attacks.6   

The Bush administration wants the United States to have a 
national electronic health care infrastructure by 2014. To help 
our country develop that infrastructure, the president has even 
established a National Health Information Technology Coordi-
nator at the Department of Health and Human Services.7  

But can the government pull it off?

Few would argue that by adopting better technology, the health care 
industry could improve productivity, reduce errors, and save costs.

But here’s the problem: That exact same argument can be made 
for virtually any industry or business.

By adopting better technology, a bubble-gum factory could also 
improve productivity, reduce errors, and save costs. So could a 
local police station. Or a restaurant. Or a law firm. 

Businesses—including those in the health care industry—are 
constantly struggling to adopt more advanced technologies so 
they can better compete in the open marketplace.

So the real question we should be asking is not whether a techno-
logical revolution in health care would be beneficial, but whether 
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government is capable of creating such a revolution. And whether 
it’s even government’s role to try.

An even bigger concern is that by trying to create a technology 
“solution,” the government could, in fact, slow down technologi-
cal innovation and progress in the health care industry. 

Our government does not have a successful track record in this 
area. In 1996, Congress passed the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act (HIPAA). Back then, politicians raved 
about how this law would bring about a new age in medicine, 
where individuals had portable electronic health records.

Well, guess what? In more than 10 years, it still hasn’t happened. 
We don’t have portable, secure electronic health records. But the 
law sure created a nice boondoggle for lawyers and consultants.8 

This isn’t Star Trek

The sad reality is that as much as we’d like for politicians to be 
able to create technological revolutions, they just aren’t very good 
at it. The high-tech transformations we’ve witnessed in various 
industries have been brought about by private companies.

A government program didn’t invent the miracle cancer-fight-
ing drug Rituxan for fighting non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. A pri-
vate company did.9 Similarly, private firms like Microsoft and 
Google are also driving technological innovation. Incidentally, 
both companies are already in the process of rolling out their own 
products to facilitate electronic health records.

It would be amazing if your doctor could review your CAT scan 
on his iPhone. But that doesn’t mean the government should cre-
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ate a program to subsidize and encourage doctors to buy iPhones. 
We can’t legislate our way into a Star Trek world of health care. 
 
Just look at any other industry where the government calls the 
shots from on-high. Take your local Department of Motor Vehi-
cles (DMV). Invariably, the technology lags far behind what they 
have in the local Toyota dealership. And the same can be said of 
the U.S. Postal Service compared to a private company like UPS, 
DHL, or FedEx.

Private businesses are quite good at adopting the right tech-
nology at the right time—and finding innovative solutions to 
improve productivity. When government tries to grease that 
process, it often gums up the gears. You end up with something 
resembling a classroom in a D.C. public high school. There are 
plenty of computers, but not enough textbooks, or even kids 
who can read. 

There are sound reasons to be skeptical about a government-
engineered HIT revolution. All too often very real problems are 
glossed over in the health care debate, in favor of pie-in-the-sky 
utopian visions about the potential of technology to lower costs 
and save lives.

What savings?

Politicians love to talk about HIT as though it will automatically 
save costs—like some kind of electronic slot machine that’s guar-
anteed to hit the jackpot. If hospitals and doctors just buy a ton 
of fancy computers, they’ll save money hand over fist.

In reality, it’s not so simple. A 2005 study by the RAND Cor-
poration concluded that HIT could save our health care system 
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around $77 billion a year, assuming it’s properly implemented and 
widely adopted.10 Barack Obama often cites this study. 

Now that seems like a lot of money in savings, but it’s not so much 
if you think of it relative to our total health care investment.

Americans spend $2.3 trillion a year on health care. So potential 
savings as a result of HIT are only 3.3 percent of our total medical 
spending.

That’s like a family cutting its housing costs by moving from a 
house with 21 rooms to a house with 20. 

What are the costs for hospitals?

Still, a savings of 3.3 percent annually is nothing to sneeze at, 
and few dispute that implementing HIT systems and switching to 
electronic medical records will save money in the long run. 

But the decision to outfit a physician’s practice or a hospital with 
new technology is not a simple one.

The upfront cost of implementing a good HIT system is absolutely 
enormous—especially for hospitals.

The Washington Hospital Center in Washington, D.C., has been 
using an HIT system called Azyxxi for over 10 years. The sticker 
price for this system: $150 million.

Across town, the George Washington University (GW) hospital 
has implemented its HIT system for somewhere under $300 mil-
lion, according to one administrator. As a result, it’s saving about 
$1 million a year.11 
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It’s tough to make those numbers fly. If GW spent nearly $300 
million and is saving only $1 million a year, then its HIT system 
is hardly the world’s greatest investment. 

With many hospitals already overextended and losing money, such 
large expenditures need to be weighed and measured carefully. 

In particular, those expenditures need to be balanced against 
other potential investments. 

Could $150 million be better spent on improving patient care 
more directly by upgrading outdated medical equipment, hiring 
more doctors and general practitioners, alleviating emergency 
room waiting lines, or opening up more beds in crowded wards?

Doctors and hospital administrators are far better equipped to know 
the answer to that question than bureaucrats in Washington. 

Moreover, when politicians distort the economic realities 
underlying those decisions—by creating regulations that 
encourage HIT investments over other expenditures—a hospi-
tal might end up buying a computer when what it really needs 
is a dialysis machine. 

What about smaller practices?

Making the transition from paper to computerized records isn’t 
cheap for individual doctors, either. It costs anywhere from 
$40,000 to $60,000 for an individual doctor or small practice to 
make the switch.12 Plus, many older doctors are not computer 
savvy like young graduates who grew up with computers. 

As a result, many doctors—like hospitals—are biding their time. 
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The government is trying to speed things up by throwing cash at 
these doctors. 

In 2008, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) 
started a $150-million program to pay doctors in certain areas up 
to $58,000 to computerize their records. It will pay larger prac-
tices up to $290,000. 

HHS is now trying to get Congress to expand the program by 
another $50 million.13  
 
The Department of Veterans Affairs spends roughly $450 million 
annually maintaining an electronic records database for its medical 
system. Programmers have developed an open-source version of 
the VA software, and have made it available to private hospitals 
and private physician practices.14  

These are great deals for doctors, but should taxpayers be forced 
to subsidize this so-called technology revolution? Shouldn’t phy-
sicians have to buy their own software just like professionals in 
other industries? It’s not as if they don’t earn enough money to 
purchase computers. And computers are a business expense. 

No rush to implement

Given the high cost, it’s not surprising that doctors and hospitals 
aren’t exactly rushing to implement HIT systems. In fact, only 
five percent of hospitals and 10 percent of doctors had completely 
made the switch by late 2006.15 

But with government promoting HIT so aggressively, then surely 
state-run hospitals are leading the charge, right? 
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Wrong.

Despite the active role the government has taken in promoting 
HIT, state-run hospitals are lagging behind private hospitals con-
siderably when it comes to adopting it. 

A February 2007 report by the software security company Citrix 
Systems found that just 19 percent of state health care systems 
had begun using electronic medical records, compared with 54 
percent of private hospitals.16  

If government is lagging behind, do we really want it to lead the 
way?

A mountain of red tape

Switching from manila folders to an electronic record-keeping 
system is one thing. But networking thousands of hospitals, doc-
tors’ offices, and laboratories will be a monumental task. Put-
ting the government in charge of such a massive and complex 
endeavor is to guarantee a regulatory mess.17 

There are currently at least 12 different federal agencies with 
overlapping oversight when it comes to health care technology.18 
This dirty dozen already produces mountains of red tape and con-
flicting rules that govern the use of HIT. 

This is hardly the best way to spur HIT innovation. With all 
these different governing bodies, private IT companies have an 
even harder time creating solutions—because their products need 
to comply with a morass of regulations. Instead, they should be 
free to create products that doctors and patients actually want, as 
opposed to what the government wants.
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Could bureaucrats have dreamed of Microsoft?

For his part, current HHS Secretary Mike Leavitt has attempted 
to jumpstart lackluster HIT innovation in private industry with 
partnerships between HHS and private companies. 

In 2005, HHS announced $18.6 million in contracts to four 
well-known private firms—Accenture, the Computer Sciences 
Corporation, I.B.M., and Northrop Grumman. The goal was to 
build HIT infrastructure in 12 regions of the U.S. that HHS 
hoped would serve as “models for the nation,” according to the 
New York Times.19  

Three years later, Leavitt announced that Medicare would 
make $150 million over five years available directly to doc-
tors and health care agencies to adopt HIT in another selected  
12 communities.20  

It might seem like an ideal partnership between government 
initiative and private know-how. HHS’s former HIT coordina-
tor Dr. David J. Brailer insists, “This is a hands-off government 
approach. We’re not operating these networks, and we’re not pro-
curing them.”

Yet, it’s hard not to be skeptical of the government’s involve-
ment here. It’s one thing for an HIT product to succeed as a result 
of competition in the marketplace; it’s quite another for an HIT 
product to be the outcome of complying with complex govern-
ment-mandated specifications.

Driving innovation from the top down by tempting potential 
innovators with cash is one way to jumpstart an industry. But it’s 
rarely as effective in producing the needed quality and range of 
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products —in this case, information technology products—as let-
ting businesses respond to demands from the real market.

Picture how the computer industry might have evolved if the 
government had been in charge of it. 

We would have a computer in every government office, but 
would we be likely to have a computer in every home? Why 
would bureaucrats have ever dreamed of the usefulness of such 
a thing? Even other computer geeks laughed at Microsoft’s Bill 
Gates when he predicted it would happen.

Letting innovators innovate

Fortunately, we don’t need government to bribe companies to 
innovate. The $2.3 trillion health care marketplace is already an 
enormous opportunity for the information technology sector—
and private companies realize this. 

Even now, the IT industry’s leaders are moving into health care 
products. In February of 2008, Google announced that a service 
was forthcoming that would allow people to track and moni-
tor their health records.21 In June 2008, Kaiser Permanente and 
Microsoft announced that they were collaborating on a con-
sumer-driven approach to medical records.22  

These companies have seen an unfulfilled market and they’re 
working to try to serve it.

Companies like Microsoft and Google, with proven track records 
as IT innovators—giving people what they didn’t even know 
they wanted—are far more likely to tap the full potential of HIT 
than government contractors. 
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However impatient politicians are to see increased HIT usage, 
they should stay out of the marketplace and let these companies 
do what they do best—find needs and satisfy them. 

Somewhere down the road, advancements in HIT may truly 
revolutionize medicine and make it more affordable. It’s already 
starting to happen. The irony is that by trying to speed up HIT 
innovation, government may end up slowing it down—and 
costing taxpayers a boatload of money in the process.
 





Myth Ten: Government-Run Health Care  
Systems in Other Countries are Better and 
Cheaper than America’s

It’s a fact that the United States spends more on health care—both 
as a percentage of its gross domestic product and on a per-capita 
basis—than any other nation in the world.1 Yet when it comes to 
certain high-profile health care indicators, America seems to lag 
far behind. As New York Times columnist Paul Krugman once put 
it, “America’s health care system spends more, for worse results, 
than that of any other advanced country.”2 

Through Krugman’s pessimistic bifocals, his claim may seem 
quite convincing. 

Take infant mortality. Defined as the number of infant deaths 
per 1,000 live births, a nation’s infant mortality rate has long 
been considered a basic yardstick of its health care system and 
overall health levels. According to the 2008 CIA World Factbook, 
the United States ranks 42nd in the world, behind such unlikely 
competitors as Portugal, Slovenia, Malta, the Czech Republic, 
and even Cuba.3 
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Or consider life expectancy, another oft-cited measure. Here, the 
United States comes in a dismal 29th—behind medical power-
houses like Bosnia and Herzegovina, Jordan, and Cyprus.4  

On top of these hardly stellar rankings, critics love to point out 
that the United States is the only wealthy, industrialized nation 
in the world that doesn’t provide universal health care for all its 
citizens.5 This is seen by a moral failing by some. 

These sickly stats explain why, in its listing of international 
health care systems, the World Health Organization (WHO) 
puts the United States at an unflattering 37th out of 191 coun-
tries. According to WHO’s diligent researchers, Costa Rica, 
Morocco, and Cyprus have better health care systems than the 
United States.

And of course there is no shortage of enlightened analysts who 
seize upon such “facts” to claim that socialized medicine is much 
better at taking care of all the people’s medical needs. Only by 
seeing the light and adopting government health insurance, these 
critics argue, do Americans have even a glimmer of a chance of 
improving patient outcomes and cutting costs.

It just isn’t so. As Josh Billings, an American humorist, once 
quipped, “it ain’t ignorance that causes the trouble in the world. 
It’s the things people know that ain’t so.” The ideologues who 
use these arguments are massively and obviously wrong. Only by 
keeping a set of full-metal blinders in place can they come up 
with these Alice in Wonderland conclusions based on what we 
might call Mad Hatter manipulations of data. 

Because the truth is exactly the reverse. It is government monop-
oly health care that is heartless and uncaring. And the inferior 
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treatments it provides come with a very steep price tag—rationed 
care, lack of access to tests, with the latest technological equip-
ment, and long waiting lists. 

A personal story

In 2003, my uncle, a Canadian who lived in Vancouver, was diag-
nosed with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, a cancer of the lymphatic 
system. Living in the United States at the time, I began inves-
tigating possible treatments, hoping that something other than 
standard chemotherapy might help. 

I soon discovered that a new drug called Rituxan had shown great 
promise in fighting NHL in the United States. But it wasn’t yet 
available in Canada, so my uncle couldn’t get it. 

The doctor suggested that if my uncle wanted to try Rituxan, 
he should start commuting to Seattle, Washington, a two-
and-a-half-hour drive south of Vancouver. But he was elderly 
and decided he didn’t have the energy to make such trips. Six 
months later he was dead. Had he lived in America, he might 
have survived.

That wasn’t the only time I had a troubling confrontation with 
Canada’s health care system. Medical authorities in Canada 
decided that my ailing mother was too old and too sick to merit 
the highest quality care. She, along with other weak and elderly 
Canadians, were hastened to their fates by actuarial calculations 
in what is truly a dehumanizing system of triage. 

Neither of these incidents is isolated. When the government pays 
for health care, saving money can easily become a more pressing 
concern than saving lives. 
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A lesson in economics

“Unlike other advanced countries,” pontificates Paul Krug-
man, “we treat access to health care as a privilege rather than 
a right.” 

A “right” to health care sure sounds nice, but there’s no medical 
Tooth Fairy. Goods and services are not free. Doctors, nurses, 
and hospital staffers cost money. So do drugs, MRI machines, and 
latex gloves. 

If health care were free and available with no regard to cost, peo-
ple could go to the doctor as often as they pleased. But, unfortu-
nately, economies—not to mention taxpayers—might well sink 
under the weight of such unlimited demand. 

No responsibility whatsoever. Think about that. Instead of 
watching what you eat, you’d just go for “free” gastric bypass sur-
gery. Instead of watching your alcohol consumption, you’d take 
advantage of a “free” liver transplant. Instead of not smoking, 
just replace your lungs on your 45th birthday. And if you need or 
want drugs, then the sky’s the limit. Stock up on Lipitor, Xanax, 
and Ritalin.

Free restaurants would be nice, too. Why would anyone go to 
the trouble of dragging home groceries and wasting time cook-
ing? Why would anyone not go for the best? The only thing is, 
someone would have to pay. Consumption would rise, and so 
would costs.

It’s the basics of economics. Maybe sunshine is free. But just 
about everything else costs. There has to be some mechanism for 
matching limited supply with potentially unlimited demand. 
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So even if health care is declared a “right” by Mr. Krugman and 
others, someone pays. And when a service isn’t allocated by prices 
in a free market, then it has to be rationed. 

That’s exactly what happens under government medicine, and 
people subjected to such rationing quickly become familiar with 
this economic reality. 

Access to a waiting list is not access to health care

It’s not just drug rationing that hastens the deaths of the ill and the 
elderly. Socialized systems ration services across the whole range of 
medical care. In Canada that means limited access to physicians, sur-
gery, and other procedures needed by ordinary Canadians every day.

In Canada today, where slightly more than 33 million people 
live,6 more than 800,000 citizens are currently on waiting lists 
for surgery and other necessary treatments. Fifteen years ago the 
average wait between a referral from a primary care doctor and 
treatment by a specialist was around nine weeks. Today that wait 
is more than 18 weeks.7  

That’s almost double what doctors consider clinically reasonable. 
As Brian Day, a Canadian physician and immediate past president 
of the Canadian Medical Association, explained to the New York 
Times, Canada “is a country in which dogs can get a hip replacement 
in under a week and in which humans can wait two to three years.”8

In part, these waits are due to a doctor shortage. According to 
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD), Canada ranks 24th out of 28 countries in doctors per 
thousand people. When the government took over the health 
care system in the early 1970s, Canada ranked second.9  
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Indeed, many Canadians can’t even find a doctor. About 10 per-
cent are currently seeking a primary care physician. “It’s like win-
ning the lottery to get in and see the doctor,” explained Marcel 
Brunelle, the mayor of Whitby, Ontario.

In some provinces, there actually is a lottery. In Nova Scotia, 
health officials have resorted to using a lottery to determine who 
gets to see a doctor. 

What’s up, doc?

Why so few doctors? Over the past decade, about 11 percent of 
physicians trained in Canadian medical schools have moved to 
the United States. That’s because doctors’ salaries in Canada 
are negotiated, set, and paid for by provincial governments and 
held down by cost-conscious budget analysts. Today, in fact, the 
average Canadian doctor earns only 42 percent of what a doctor 
earns in the United States. Because the cost of training doc-
tors at medical schools in Canada is very expensive, the govern-
ment finds it cheaper to bring in International Medical Gradu-
ates (IMGs) from countries like Pakistan and India than to train 
Canadians to be doctors. 

A Five-Year Wait in Sault St. Marie 

A 31-year old man and his wife moved to Sault St. Marie, Canada, to be 
closer to her family. When he tried to make an appointment for a physical, 
he was told that he would have to wait for five years. But the administrator 
told him that if he “knew someone” who could pull some strings, his wait-
ing time might be less. He never did get that physical in Sault St. Marie but 
instead drove to Detroit and paid for his physical out of pocket. 
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Canada also limits access to common medical technology. When 
compared to other OECD countries, Canada is 13th out of 24 in 
access to MRIs, 18th of 24 in access to CT scanners, and seventh 
of 17 in access to mammograms.10 That lack of access is why Can-
ada has seen a 9-percent decline in breast cancer screening for 
middle-aged women.11 

And even though it provides “free” health care, the Canadian 
government doesn’t provide universal prescription drug coverage. 
The Canada Health Act, the federal law that guarantees health 
coverage, only requires each province to cover drugs delivered 
to patients in the hospital. Provincial prescription drug coverage 
plans differ, but about two in three Canadians pay out-of-pocket 
for drugs. Private insurance is also available for services not cov-
ered under the Canada Health Act. 

The problems plaguing Canada’s health care system—long lines, 
lack of access to the latest technological equipment, and dwin-
dling doctor supply—are unavoidable in a single-payer system. 

These are the hidden costs of government-provided health care, 
also known as socialized medicine, and these costs are why George 
Zeliotis, a retired salesman from Montreal, took the Quebec gov-
ernment to court a few years ago. 

Faced with the prospect of waiting an entire year for a hip replace-
ment, Zeliotis attempted to make arrangements with his doctor, 
Jacques Chaoulli, to pay privately for surgery. But that would 
have been illegal. So he went to court, arguing that while his 
wait saved the government money, it cost him plenty in pain and 
endangered his life. Zeliotis lost in two Quebec provincial courts, 
but the Canadian Supreme Court agreed to hear his appeal—and 
in June 2005, the court ruled in his favor.12  
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The decision overturned the ban on private health insurance in 
Quebec, opening the door to private sector participation—and 
legal challenges—across Canada. Writing for the court, Madame 
Chief Justice Beverly McLachlin stated, “Access to a waiting list 
is not access to health care.”13 Madame Justice Marie Deschamps 
later added that a public health monopoly without waiting lists is 
virtually an oxymoron.14 

The story is the same in Europe

Canada’s problems are not unique—they’re characteristic of all 
government health care systems.

In November 2006, the world learned of Dennis Burke, a 68-year-
old Briton suffering from colon cancer. Although the cancer was 

Stronach Travels to U.S. for Cancer Treatment

“Belinda Stronach, former liberal member of parliament and cabinet 
minister, traveled outside Canada’s health-care system to California for 
some of her breast cancer treatment…. Stronach…went to California…
at her Toronto doctor’s suggestion…. Speed was not the issue, [her 
spokesman Greg] MacEachern said—it was more to do with the type of 
surgery she and her doctor agreed was best for her, and where it was 
best performed…. It is unusual for a federal politician to travel outside 
Canada for private medical treatment, especially given the hallowed 
status of the Canadian, publicly financed health-care system in the realm 
of political debate.”

—Susan Delacourt, The Star (Toronto).15 
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in remission, he still required check-ups. His general practitioner 
referred him to a hospital for a consultation. More than a year 
later, however, Burke still hadn’t gotten into the hospital. His 
“free” check-up had been cancelled 48 times in a row.16  

Dennis Burke isn’t alone. More than one million Britons in need 
of medical care are currently waiting for hospital admission.17 
Another 200,000 are waiting to get on a waiting list.18 Each 
year, Britain’s National Health Service (NHS) cancels around 
100,000 operations.19  

Further, Britain’s hospitals are in complete disrepair. Every year, 
more than 100,000 patients contract illnesses and infections 
that they didn’t have prior to admission to NHS hospitals.20 
According to Britain’s Malnutrition Advisory Group, up  
to 40 percent of NHS patients are undernourished while in  
the hospital.21 

In France, the story is the same. Just look at the results of the heat 
wave in August 2003. It took the lives of 15,000 elderly citizens. 
Because of a shortage of doctors, hospitals were stretched beyond 
their limit.22 

Sweden’s waiting lists have led some patients to visit veterinar-
ians.23 As perverse as that sounds, it makes perfect sense—Swed-
ish patients in need of heart surgery are often forced to wait as 
long as 25 weeks.24 

Cutting costs cuts lives

Britain even has a government agency explicitly tasked with lim-
iting people’s access to the latest and most effective drugs. Euphe-
mistically called the National Institute for Health and Clinical 
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Effectiveness (NICE), the agency determines which treatments 
the British health care system covers. 

In early 2008, NICE refused to approve Abatacept, an arthritis 
drug sold in the United States under the brand-name Orencia. 
Even though it is one of a very few drugs clinically proven to 
improve severe rheumatoid arthritis, NICE magnanimously 
decided that “Abatacept could not be considered a cost effective 
use of [National Health Service] resources.”26  

In 2008, NICE made a similar decision about the lung cancer drug 
Tarceva. Despite numerous studies showing that the drug signifi-
cantly prolongs the life of cancer patients—and the unanimous 
endorsement of lung cancer specialists throughout the U.K.—

A&E Patients Left in Ambulances for Up to Five Hours ‘so trusts can 
meet government targets’

“Seriously ill patients are being kept in ambulances outside hospitals for 
hours so National Health Service trusts do not miss Government targets. 
Thousands of people a year are having to wait outside accident and emer-
gency departments because trusts will not let them in until they can treat 
them within four hours, in line with a Labour pledge. The hold-ups mean 
ambulances are not available to answer fresh 999 calls. Doctors warned 
last night that the practice of ‘patient-stacking’ was putting patients’ 
health at risk. Figures obtained by the Liberal Democrats show that last 
year 43,576 patients waited longer than one hour before being let into 
emergency units….Liberal Democrat health spokesman Norman Lamb is 
writing to health secretary Alan Johnson to demand an urgent investiga-
tion in the practice….‘This is evidence of shocking systematic failure in our 
emergency services,’ he said.”

—Daniel Martin, The Daily Mail (London).25 
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NICE determined that the drug was too expensive to cover. As of 
August 2008, England is currently one of only three countries in 
Western Europe that deny citizens access to Tarceva.27 

These are by no means exceptions, but more like the rule. In 2001, 
NICE concluded that Gleevec, a molecularly-targeted medicine, 
didn’t treat leukemia more effectively than its older counterparts. 
At that time in the United States, people with leukemia were 
welcoming this new miracle drug. It took about two years for the 
British government to change its mind.28 

In 2002, Americans with a rare stomach cancer started taking 
Gleevec because it was found to target and kill cancer cells with-
out attacking healthy cells. It took almost a full two years after 
U.S. approval for Britain’s clinical drug review agency to approve 
Gleevec’s use for those with the cancer.29 

Britain’s behavior is typical—every European government rations 
drugs to save money. Eighty-five new drugs hit U.S. pharmacy 
shelves between 1998 and 2002. During that same time period, 
however, only 44 of those drugs were launched in Europe.30  

European governments also control costs by paying doctors far 
less than what they would earn in a free market. On average, U.S. 
physicians take home close to $300,000 each year. However in 
Italy the average doctor earns $81,414. In Germany, the average 
physician salary drops to just $56,455,31 and in France the salary 
is $55,000.32  

As Swedish policy expert Johnny Munkhammar once explained, 
“European governments haven’t figured out a way to deliver 
health care for less money—they’ve simply figured out a way to 
ration care.”33 
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But what about outcomes?

So socialized medicine can’t offer a paradise of free medical care. 
But aren’t outcomes and big trends—like life expectancy and 
infant mortality—what matter? And in that respect, doesn’t the 
United States lag far behind other advanced nations?

Not if one takes a hard look at the statistics.

In 2006, U.S. life expectancy reached a record high of 78.1 years.34  
Good news, to be sure. But that record number still put the nation 
behind almost 30 other countries. In Japan, Hong Kong, Canada, 
France, Sweden, and elsewhere, people are expected to live well 
past their 80th birthday.  

Outcomes do matter. But the United States has nothing to be 
embarrassed about. Crude indicators like life expectancy and 
infant mortality don’t reflect just reflect the quality of a health 
care system. They also reflect cultural, behavioral, and other fac-
tors, such as a nation’s homicide rate, the number of accidents, 
diet trends, ethnic diversity, pre-natal habits and much more. 

It’s not pretty but it affects health care statistics. According to the 
U.S. Department of Justice, America’s homicide rate was 5.9 per 
100,000 inhabitants in 2004.35 In contrast, it was 1.95 in Canada, 
1.64 in France, and 0.98 in Germany.36 

The United States also has more car accidents. According to 
the Department of Transportation, America had 14.24 fatalities 
per 100,000 people from auto accidents in 2006.37 In Canada, 
the number was 9.25. In France, 7.4. In Germany, despite the 
country’s high-speed autobahns, fatalities stood at just 6.19 per 
100,000.38 
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Indeed, Robert Ohsfeldt of Texas A&M University and John Sch-
neider of the University of Iowa recently concluded that Ameri-
cans who don’t die from homicides or in car accidents outlive 
people in every other Western country.39 

As Harvard economist Greg Mankiw has noted, “Maybe these 
differences have lessons for traffic laws and gun control, but they 
teach us nothing about our system of health care.”40 

Similarly, infant mortality tells us less about the quality of a 
nation’s health care system than one might think. 

The World Health Organization defines a live birth as any infant 
that, once removed from its mother, “breathes or shows any other 
evidence of life such as beating of the heart, pulsation of the umbili-
cal cord, or definite movement of voluntary muscles.”41 The United 
States follows that definition—counting the births of all citizens 
that show any sign of life, regardless of birth weight or prematurity. 

Other nations are far more conservative. In France, for instance, 
the government requires a “medical certificate stating that the child 
was born alive and viable” in order to attest the death of a baby.42 
In Switzerland, “an infant must be at least 30 centimeters long at 
birth to be counted as living.”43 In France and Belgium, babies born 
at less than 26 weeks are automatically registered as dead.44  

Plus, the United States has very sophisticated (and very expen-
sive) neo-natal units. These help doctors keep premature babies 
alive, but such babies are at extremely high risk. 

As for the WHO’s look at overall health system performance—
which ranked the United States 37th out of 191 countries—that 
research too is seriously flawed. For one thing, it used only life 
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expectancy in assessing overall population health.45 And that 
factor alone accounted for 25 percent of how the nation’s health 
care system was ranked.46  

Another factor accounting for 25 percent of a nation’s ranking 
was “distribution of health,” or fairness.47 By this logic, treating 
everyone exactly the same is more important than treating people 
well. So long as everyone is equal—even if they’re equally miser-
able—a nation will do quite well in the WHO ranking. 

How to measure a health system

In measuring the quality of a health care system, what really mat-
ters is how well it serves those who are sick. And it’s here that 
America really excels. 

Today, the United States leads the world in treating cancer.49 
With breast cancer, for instance, the survival rate after five years 
among American women is 83.9 percent. For women in Brit-
ain, it’s just 69.7 percent. For men with prostate cancer, the sur-

Calgary’s quads: Born in the U.S.A.

“A rare set of identical quadruplets, born…to a Calgary woman at a Mon-
tana hospital, are in good health….The naturally conceived baby quads—
Autumn, Brooke, Calissa, and Dahlia—were delivered by caesarean sec-
tion Sunday in Great Falls….Their mother, Calgarian Karen Jepp, was 
transferred to Benefi ts Hospital in Montana last week when she began 
showing signs of going into labour, and no Canadian hospital had enough 
neonatal intensive-care beds for all four babies.”

—Michelle Lang, Calgary Herald.48
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vival rate is 91.9 percent here, yet 73.7 percent in France, and  
51.1 percent in Britain. American men and women are more than 
35 percent more likely to survive colon cancer than their British 
counterparts.50

Much of this success is due to cancer screening, in which the 
United States leads the world. For prostate cancer, American 
men regularly receive the Prostate-Specific Antigen test. For 
colon cancer, colonoscopies are regularly administered at age 50. 
American women regularly receive mammograms and MRIs for 
breast cancer, and for cervical cancer, women regularly receive 
Pap smears. There is a relatively new test for ovarian cancer that 
is very important, particularly where there is a history of ovarian 
cancer in the family. 

As for the supposed cost advantage of universal health care? That’s 
an illusion, too. True, other developed nations may spend less as 
a percentage of GDP than the United States on health care—but 
so does Sudan. Without considering value, such statistical acro-
batics are worthless. 

America leads the way

There’s another reason health care costs more in America. And it’s 
not just because we are a very wealthy nation, demanding the most 
expensive treatments, technology, and drugs. We’re also investing 
more in medical research. Other countries are nowhere close. 

Today, the United States is far and away the world’s leader in 
medical research and development. America produces more than 
half of the $175 billion of health care technology products pur-
chased globally.51 And U.S. governmental outlays on medical 
research also dramatically outpace those of other nations. 
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In 2004, the federal government funded medical research to the 
tune of $18.4 billion. By contrast the European Union—which 
has a significantly larger population than the United States —
allocated funds equal to just $3.7 billion for medical research.52  

Further, the gap in output and sales between the United States 
and other countries is stunning. Between 1999 and 2005, the 
U.S. was responsible for 71 percent of the sales of new pharma-
ceuticals. The next two largest pharmaceutical markets—Japan 
and Germany—account for just four percent each.53  

Other nations deal with the “problem” of high medical costs by 
simply imposing price controls, refusing to pay an amount that 
reflects the true costs of innovation. Needless to say, such con-
trols cut deeply into the incentives for innovation within those 
countries. But they also reduce revenue flows to American firms 
that have done—and continue to do—the expensive and very 
risky research. As a result, U.S. firms find themselves strapped 
for resources as they search for the breakthroughs that everyone 
around the world welcomes and uses. 

The U.S. market for medical innovation is robust. Americans for 
the most part get cutting-edge care because we demand it, can 
afford it, and are willing to pay for it. Those miraculous advances 
may be costly, but as we’ve seen, they add life value. We get what 
we pay for. 

While no one can deny that there are significant problems in 
the American health care system, overall it provides exceptional 
value. From the broad perspective, our health care is not a drag 
on us but a boon to the quality of our lives. After all, why do so 
many people from other nations come here for treatment?
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When Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi needed heart sur-
gery in 2006, for example, he traveled to the Cleveland Clinic—
widely considered America’s best hospital for cardiac care. So 
much for the “free” health care he could have received in Italy, 
or for that matter in London or Paris, the cities Michael Moore 
featured in his movie Sicko. If European health care was so great, 
why did Berlusconi come to the United States? Similarly, as men-
tioned earlier in this chapter, when Canadian parliament mem-
ber Belinda Stronach needed breast cancer treatment in 2007, 
she headed to a California hospital. 

NHS Threat to halt Care for Cancer Patient

“Colette Mills, a former nurse, has been told that if she attempts to top 
up her treatment privately, she will have to foot the entire £10,000 bill for 
drugs and care. The bizarre threat stems from the refusal by the govern-
ment to let patients pay for additional drugs that are not prescribed by 
the National Health Service. Ministers say it is unfair on patients who 
cannot afford such top-up drugs and that it will create a two-tier NHS. It 
is thought thousands of patients suffer as a result of the policy. Mills, 58, 
is thought to be the first to take a public stand in challenging her NHS 
trust to allow her to pay for the drug as part of her NHS treatment. She 
wants to top up her treatment with Avastin. ‘The policy of my local NHS 
trust is that I must be an NHS patient or a private patient,’ she said. ‘If I 
want to pay for Avastin, I must pay for everything. It’s immoral that the 
drugs are out there and freely available to certain people, yet they say I 
cannot have it.” With many ‘wonder drugs’ in the pipeline that the NHS 
is unlikely to fund, her predicament is likely to be shared by increasing 
numbers of patients who could afford additional life-extending drugs but 
not at the cost of their entire care.”

—Sarah-Kate Templeton, The Sunday Times.54 
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Turning toward a freer market

The U.S. government already pays for more than half the nation’s 
health care expenses. As lawmakers contemplate expanding 
that slice of the pie, it’s worth noting that some European and 
Canadian leaders are pushing for their nations to reduce the 
government’s role. 

Take Claude Castonguay, called the “father of Quebec Medi-
care.” Back in 1966, Quebec’s premier asked Castonguay to head 
a royal commission to study health reform. At the commission’s 
conclusion, Castonguay recommended that Quebec adopt a pub-
lic health insurance system.55  

The Quebec government followed his advice. By 1972, each 
province had established its own system of free access to doctors’ 
services, which the federal government helped fund.56  

Several decades later, in March 2007, the Quebec government 
once again asked Castonguay to lead a health reform task force 
—this time looking into new ways to finance the system.57 In 
February 2008, Castonguay concluded that the system is in “cri-
sis,” and called for the private sector to play a greater role. 
 
In Britain, too, lawmakers are realizing that without unlimited 
funding, it’s not possible to dole out an adequate supply of health 
care services. Not even close.

Historically, the private sector played but a small role in Britain’s 
health system. Those with the money purchased their own insur-
ance or simply paid cash to doctors to jump the line when they 
needed treatment. Today, however, the government is looking 
toward private sector providers to save the NHS as the system’s 
finances are essentially spiraling out of control.58  



Solutions: Markets, Consumer Choice, 
and Innovation 

None of the preceding chapters is meant to suggest that Ameri-
ca’s health care system is perfect. It’s not. Costs are high, and too 
many Americans get left behind. Reform is desperately needed. 

But true reform of the health care system requires less govern-
ment interference—not more. Only with a freer market can we 
lower costs and achieve quality universal health care. If we have 
universal choice in health care, we will reach universal coverage 
—a goal supported by all of us.

Consider Lasik corrective eye surgery. Because most insurance pro-
viders including government programs won’t cover the procedure, 
the market isn’t distorted by excessive regulations. Providers oper-
ate in a free market where technology is constantly advancing, price 
competition is fierce, and the consumer is king. Companies rise and 
fall according to their ability to provide customer satisfaction. 

In the past decade, more than three million Lasik procedures have 
been performed. During that time, the average price of Lasik eye sur-
gery has dropped nearly 40 percent, from $2,200 to $1,350 per eye. 
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Unfortunately, Lasik is a rare exception to the general rule. In just 
about every other area of health care, the government is heavily 
involved. So the key to lowering costs and expanding coverage is 
to expand the Lasik model. That means encouraging competition 
by decreasing government’s role in the health care marketplace.

Here are a few commonsense ideas to lead us to affordable, high 
quality, accessible health care: 

Change the Tax Code

Few people expect their employers to provide food, housing, or 
life insurance. Yet because of a historical accident, people do 
expect their employers to provide health care. Today, more than 
60 percent of those under age 65 are covered by a health insur-
ance policy paid for in full or partially by an employer.1  

During World War II, wage controls prevented employers from 
rewarding workers with salary hikes and enticing new workers 
with cash. So companies started offering health care benefits as a 
way around the law. 

Employers viewed this outlay as a business expense, paying for the 
benefits with pre-tax dollars. At first, the IRS complained. But 
soon, the federal government changed the tax code and employer-
provided health care became the status quo. Today, we have a sys-
tem of pre-paid medical care. As a result, employees don’t think 
about the real cost of going to a doctor and receiving treatment. 

Over the years, this has handicapped the nation’s economy.

For starters, employer-provided coverage makes it harder for peo-
ple to leave their jobs—because they’re afraid they’ll lose their 
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insurance on top of their paychecks. That, in turn, reduces com-
petition between employers seeking to attract talented workers, 
thus reducing wages. 

It also stifles new business creation, as many folks are unwilling to 
forego health insurance to pursue entrepreneurial ventures—espe-
cially if they have a chronic or pre-existing medical condition.

Also, because workers don’t directly pay for their own health care, 
they often lack a clear understanding of how much their coverage 
actually costs. They tend to think they’re getting health insur-
ance for free. In fact, it isn’t free at all. They’re just paying for it 
indirectly in the form of smaller paychecks. 

The effect of this disconnect is insidious. Because employees think 
they’re getting free coverage, they don’t shop around for the best deal. 
They just take whatever plan their employers offer them. As a result, 
people wind up with coverage that’s in their employer’s best interest, 
not theirs. Meanwhile, insurance providers are insulated from nor-
mal market pressures to keep customers happy and prices low.

This system is also unfair because it penalizes the unemployed 
and individuals, who cannot purchase health insurance with 
pre-tax dollars.

Fortunately, this is an easy problem to solve. Simply give individu-
als that same tax break that companies already receive when buy-
ing health coverage. Such a change would level the playing field.

There are two ideas being discussed to do this. 

Under one plan, the tax code would be reformed to provide refund-
able tax credits—$2,500 for individuals and $5,000 for families. 
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The second plan would change the tax code to allow income tax 
deductions for health care expenditures—$7,500 for individuals 
and $15,000 for families. 

Either change would essentially give all Americans the same tax 
benefits already enjoyed by those with employer-based insurance. 
And either one would completely transform the health care  
market. There would be no more confusion about how much 
insurance costs. The disconnect between provider and consumer 
would disappear, resulting in lower prices and higher customer 
satisfaction. Workers could purchase their own insurance tax-
free, and wouldn’t have to worry about losing coverage between 
jobs. Best of all, individuals could choose the insurance package 
best suited to their needs, as opposed to their employer’s needs. 

Reduce costly government mandates and regulations 

Earlier in this book, I explained how excessive state mandates 
and regulations—like “guaranteed issue” and “community rating” 
—drive up the cost of health care. According to the Council for 
Affordable Health Insurance, mandated benefits can increase the 
cost of health insurance by up to 50 percent.2 

Some mandates are defensible, of course, but most aren’t. Provid-
ers shouldn’t be required to cover treatments like massage ther-
apy, breast reduction, in-vitro fertilization, and hair prosthesis. 
These are hardly critical components of a good health insurance 
policy. But they add tremendously to the cost of coverage.

Removing needless mandates from insurance policies in the states 
might not grab headlines, but such a strategy would be extremely 
effective in terms of expanding coverage and lowering costs. 
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Allow the purchase of insurance across state lines

State borders act as regulatory walls, denying Americans access to 
health insurance plans in other states. Because state regulations 
vary so widely, a standard insurance policy in one state can be 
more than five times more expensive than a standard policy in 
another state. 

Take the case of a hypothetical 25-year-old man from New Jer-
sey. According to the Commonwealth Fund, he would have to 
shell out roughly $5,580 each year for a standard health insur-
ance policy. A similar policy in Kentucky—which has far fewer 
mandated coverage benefits than New Jersey—would run him 
just $960 annually. 

So if our 25-year old were allowed to purchase a policy across state 
lines, he could save more than $4,600 per year and would be more 
likely to purchase coverage than go without.

Just by letting people shop around for the best value in the insur-
ance marketplace, we could dramatically lower costs, while 
expanding the number of options available to consumers. Inter-
state shopping would also create competition among providers 
from different states, which would drive costs down even further. 

Expand Health Savings Accounts

Lawmakers should also work to make Health Savings Accounts 
(HSAs) more attractive by reducing regulations on them. 

An HSA is a tax-free, interest-accruing savings account that can 
be used to pay for routine medical expenses. It is purchased in 
tandem with an inexpensive, qualified, high-deductible insurance 
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policy designed to cover major health care costs. HSA holders 
can spend their money tax-free on health care as they see fit, 
without asking their insurance providers for permission. 

If someone is generally healthy, the HSA funds build up over time 
—and can eventually work just like a retirement savings plan. 
(When an HSA holder reaches 65 or is disabled, the money can be 
withdrawn without a penalty for non-healthcare expenses. One just 
needs to pay income tax on the withdrawal.) HSAs don’t disappear 
when a person is between jobs. And when a person is faced with an 
extremely expensive health emergency, the insurance policy kicks 
in—and the HSA simply covers the deductible.

These plans put the “insurance” back into health insurance. 
Since their creation in 2003 and implementation in January 
2004, HSAs have already made insurance more affordable, while 
giving people control over their health care dollars. Today, more 
than six million Americans have HSA-compatible health insur-
ance plans.3 

As of 2008, individuals are allowed to contribute up to $2,900 
each year to their HSAs. Families are allowed to sock away up 
to $5,800. By raising this limit and reducing some restrictions 
like the size of the highest allowable deductible, Congress would 
make HSAs even more appealing. 

Support retail health clinics

Until a few years ago, if you needed medicine for a sore throat or 
an earache, you had to schedule a trip to the doctor’s office. If you 
happened to get sick after business hours or during the weekend, 
or had no insurance, too bad—unless, of course, you were willing 
to wait for hours in an emergency room.
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These days, however, there are other options. Across the country, 
retail health clinics are sprouting up in large stores like Wal-Mart 
and Target, as well as pharmacies like CVS. Patients generally 
don’t need an appointment to visit these clinics. And they don’t 
have to wait more than a few minutes for treatment. 

Retail clinics typically charge around $50 per visit, and are generally 
open 24/7. If patients are prescribed a drug, they can often fill the 
prescription right there.4 This is the ultimate in price transparency.

These clinics have also proven quite effective at helping the 
uninsured access medical treatment. A 2007 Harris Interactive 
poll found that 22 percent of clinic visitors were uninsured. Wal-
Mart claims that around half its clinic customers are uninsured.5

In response to consumer demand, retail companies are already 
reforming our health care system by setting up clinics that provide 
affordable medical care around the clock, regardless of whether 
you have insurance or not. By the end of 2008, it’s estimated that 
there will be around 2,000 retail health clinics.6 

Unfortunately, not everyone sees this as good news. 

Many doctors are asking the American Medical Association to 
urge federal lawmakers to ban these clinics.7 Although these doc-
tors claim that patient safety is their concern, it’s quite obvious 
that they’re actually seeking to restrict competition in order to 
protect their incomes. Lawmakers should support the growth 
of retail health clinics by resisting calls to protect doctors from 
lower-priced competition.

In some states, lawmakers are pushing for the government to 
mandate a low nurse practitioner to doctor ratio. Such a move 
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would simply increase costs and reduce the incentives to establish 
retail clinics in those states.

Implement tort reform

Any meaningful health care reform must bring malpractice 
lawsuits under control, as the U.S. litigation system is costing 
patients dearly. 

Each year, one out of eight physicians gets hit with a medical 
malpractice lawsuit. Malpractice insurance can cost specialty 
physicians as much as $240,000 per year, and is driving doctors 
out of specialties like obstetrics and neurosurgery. Plus, liabil-
ity concerns prompt physicians to practice defensive medicine, 
ordering more procedures and tests than they would otherwise, 
hence adding to the increased health care costs. 

According to a study by Lawrence McQuillan and Hovannes 
Abramyan of the Pacific Research Institute, this drains $124 
billion from America’s health care system, adding 3.4 million 
Americans to the rolls of the uninsured.

Policymakers must put an end to the lawsuit lottery. Sensible 
reforms include capping non-economic damage awards such 
as in California under its MICRA law and in Texas, allowing 
defendants to pay large awards in periodic payments, moving to 
a system of binding arbitration, and placing reasonable limits on 
attorneys’ fees.

Such reforms would significantly reduce hidden litigation costs 
and help prevent a shortage of medical specialists in states with 
expensive medical malpractice insurance.
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Provide vouchers for the working poor and 
chronically uninsured

Simply reducing regulations and taking a free-market approach 
won’t solve all our health care problems. Such an approach 
would still leave behind those who do not have employer-pro-
vided coverage but are the chronically ill, those who earn too 
little to afford private insurance but too much to qualify for wel-
fare, or our veterans who deserve better care than what they 
may be getting now. 

For these folks, lawmakers should create a system of insurance 
vouchers, similar to the school vouchers conceptualized by Nobel 
Prize-winning economist Milton Friedman. With health vouch-
ers, the chronically ill and working poor could purchase insurance 
from a private company or through a high-risk state pool. 

Any free-market reform of our health care system needs to address 
the fact that some people will fall through the cracks—even if 
insurance is made dramatically more affordable. By providing 
vouchers, government can ensure that everyone has insurance, 
without bogging down the health care market in a quagmire of 
red tape. 

Starkly different choices 

Virtually everyone agrees that America’s health care system is in 
dire need of reform. But how do we fix it? 

In the political debate today, we face a stark choice. We can let 
the government take over and try to solve the problem by reducing 
our options, imposing mandates, raising taxes, and distorting the 
open market. Or we can put doctors, patients, and consumers in 
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charge by liberating the health care market, maximizing choice, 
and spurring innovation. 

It is my sincere hope that this book has convinced you that the 
American health care system needs more freedom—not more 
government. As P.J. O’Rourke says, “If you think health care is 
expensive now, just wait until it’s free.”
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Praise for Sally Pipes and The Top Ten Myths of American Health Care

A very well-reasoned case against more government control of medicine and an 
equally powerful argument for competition and choice.
– Mayor Rudy Giuliani

These are difficult ideas to get across. Sally Pipes is one of the few people writing 
about the right thing. (2006)
– Milton Friedman, Nobel laureate

Do you want Uncle Sam as your personal physician? In her pithy and incisive The 
Top Ten Myths of American Health Care: A Citizen’s Guide, Sally Pipes dissects    
the ten widely promulgated myths that will enable the U.S. federal government   
to control your medical care. The threat posed by these myths is real as the U.S. 
Congress continuously acts, in small, clandestine, and dangerous ways to enable 
the government to take your money to control your health care system.
– Regina Herzlinger, Nancy R. McPherson Professor of Business Administration 
Chair at the Harvard Business School

This isn’t just a great book, it’s a public service—exploding myths, clarifying com-
plex issues, and surveying important research. How to understand the debate on 
health reform? Start by reading this book.  
– David Gratzer, M.D., Senior Fellow, Manhattan Institute

As both a practicing physician and health policy analyst, I found this common-
sense book to be a must-read for all those who want to preserve and improve an 
American health care system that is second to none in the world. 
– Scott Gottlieb, M.D., resident fellow, American Enterprise Institute

The private medical system has saved my life. Maybe a public medical system 
would have done the same, eventually. But my prior experiences with the IRS,   
the FDA, the DMV, and so forth make me wonder how soon and whether it would 
have been soon enough.
 What we need to ask politicians is not “How many Americans are without 
insurance?” or “Does getting medical treatment, like getting food and shelter, cost 
money?” What we need to ask politicians is “Does our medical system deny Ameri-
cans health care?” and “If some Americans aren’t getting health care, is it the fault 
of the medical system? Or are social, rather than physical, pathologies involved?”
– P.J. O’Rourke, political satirist

with a foreword by Steve Forbes

Government health care 
is more efficient

We’re spending 
too much on 
health care

High drug prices 
drive up 

health care costs

Government 
prevention programs 

reduce health 
care costs

Importing drugs would 
reduce health care costs

46 million 
Americans can’t 
get health care

Universal coverage 
can be achieved by 
forcing everyone 
to buy insurance

We need more 
government to insure 

poor Americans

Health information 
technology is the 

silver bullet 

Government-run 
health care systems

in other countries are 
better and cheaper 

than America’s

“BEFORE YOU DO ANYTHING ELSE, MAKE A NOTE TO READ THE TOP TEN MYTHS
OF AMERICAN HEALTH CARE …. IT MIGHT LITERALLY SAVE YOUR LIFE….”

–THOMAS SOWELL, ROSE AND MILTON FRIEDMAN SENIOR FELLOW ON PUBLIC POLICY, 
THE HOOVER INSTITUTION  




